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April 18. The situation anese bill at every session of the legabout
by the California alien islature for ten years, and he is highbrought
bill is becoming in- ly pleased at the prospect of passing
creasingly serious. A mass meeting such a measure at this session.
Senators Birdsall and Thompson,
today, composed for the most pari of
irresponsible people, demanded the administration leaders and
most extreme methods of retaliation oi the amended senate bill now pendby Japan. During the gathering the ing in the upper house, admitted
as
of war songs aroused the feel- that they regarded the situation
IN
singing
JOIN
PRINTERS
who
serious.
classes
lower
the
of
of
many
ings
Surprise was expressed because no
were present.
word has come from 'Washlngtou
BELGIAN STRIKE Anoymous writers ofin the newspaplans for the showing the views of President Wilpers give an outline
seizure of the Philippines and Hawaii son and Secretary Bryan, and It is beand at the same time denounce the lieved that the bill will be held up iu
TOMORROW THE NEWSPAPERS OF
at- the senate until next week in the
Japanese government's submissive
BRUSSELS WILL BE BADLY
condisaid
the changed
hope of receiving some official comtitude. It is
EMBARRASSED
tions In Japan make it impossible for munication that will point to a course
the government to restrain the news- of action.
Brussels, April 18. The strike of
to
Senator Thompson continues
and the lower classes.
all the union printers here tomorrow papers
other hand, government cir- protest against the proposed amendthe
On
will bring home to resients of the
cles are showing a friendly spirit ments to the Birdsall bill that differBelgian capital the effects of the
s
Hamilton
Wright Mabie of New York, entiates between aliens who are
great, national strike far more forcto citizenship and those who are
and John L Mott, secreDr.
Peabody
ibly than the crippling of industry iu
tary of the international committee not
ciher parts of the country.
"There can be no objection by the
of the Young Men's Christian Asso
Most of the 15 daily papers here
were the guests today at a Japanese to the original t omniitttw
ciation,
will be unable to publish. A few pasubstitute
in the senate," Sena to
luncheon given by Baron Noboski
pers will appear in reduced form. Tominister, at which Thompson said today, "for It treats ali
the
foreign
day's estimates of the number of some of the most prominent Japanese aliens on a
par. It is absolutely destrikers makes the total between
and Americans were present. A very fensible on the ground it is in line
and 375,000.
both with national 'policy and the
cordial feeling prevailed. '
Shortly after the luncheon Messrs. statutes of niany of the states."
and Mott and a numAn indication of the eflects of the
SENATE PREPARES EOK Mabie, Peabody
Chris-tion- s
ber of representative Japanese
proposed legislation upon foreign capand Americans met at the resi- ital is contained in a letter received
A BURST OF ORATORY dence of Count Shlgenohu Okuma, today from Charles White Mortimer,
former premier and minister of for- British vice consul in Los Angeles.
affairs.
The letter in part follows:
SUP- eign
ANTI AND
Count Okuma delivered a speech
"Within the past few days I have
PORTERS WILL ARGUE
which he said the diplomacy, completed the examination of the title
during
THEIR CAUSES.
the courts and commercial men were to some property which an English!
-'
helpless and that only the influence company intended purchasing for
Washington, April 19. Leaders of of Chrlstianty remained. Otherwise, 000,000, the first payment to be made
the suffragist and
on the thirtieth of this month. I have
he declared, war was Impending.
movement made plans today for the
Mr. Mott agreed In replying that been advised not to buy and I think
beconduct
campaign they expect to
the Influence of Christianity was how the deal Is off."
fore the senate committee on woman
Scales of similar letters and tele
superlative.
suffrage.
were sent by the meet- grams are pouring into the captal
Dispatches
The committee will hold Us first
and others Governor Johnson refused
ing to" President Wilson
today to
meeting' tomorrow and listen to the
their
all
use
to
them
discuss the measures now before the
Imploring
marshalled
"antis"
arguments of the
and thoughtful legislature.
fin Christians
!
by Mrs. Arthur Dodge of New York, people to avoid a caiamuy.
Japanese government considers
president of their association. Monmass meeting of Protest!tne present
a
movement
At
great
two
ant-- u
day the suffragists will have a
Calironlia as most dangerous and
here last night there was an
.
nours' hearing. Dr. Anna Howard American outburst. Deputy Matsu-jl- g
he prospt,ct of piacing
faced
the
of
Shaw, Dr. Cora Smith King,
a
"f
Japanese
mura urged the dispatch
& mQgt uawelcome portion,
National Council of Women .Voters,
fleet to California as a nrti t,veV " - Qwl
tQ thQ unwiiilngneR3 0f the fed- and Miss Alice Paul ot the National warn establishing
aian on abso- eral gover nment at Washington to in- . ..
TtnltQll
I.. u.
Women's Suffrage association, will
tervene an the impossibility of intra
lutely equal footing in
head the delegates of "pros." The
states,
here.
ducing counter-measure- s
to
to
listen
committee has agreed
M. M. Miyake, editor of the Japan
Qf (he passagQ of Ulfl
speeches from ten suffrathe constant visits ,raIifon.a
land.holding Mll
state Times, deprecated
gist orators; one from each
peace aPostle,
American
of
here
l)f)th house3 of the lesislature,
througa
Alasone
from
and
vote
women
where
"when their own country is m urgent
&n imperUll ordIlianco
ka.
need of principles of justice and nu j enfordug thQ Japancse foreign iad- J
manlty."
bill ' of 1910 and will apply. ownership
Other fiery orators insisted that the
federftI ,,oveniment at V;ah.
BULGARIANS VILL
ouestions betwe-- n Japan ana AnieruapermigBion for tbg japancS3
hA better be settled now onco and to become naturalized citizens of tht
all. Otherwise their constant re United States.
ATTACK SERVIANS!'
would lead at last to the ar
bill pasThe foreign
bitrament of war.
sed by the Japanese diet in Marcrj,
Twenty thousand people listened to 1910, prohibits foreigners, escept unOF (he remarks of the firebrands, who
OVER POSESSION
DISPUTE
der certain restrictions, from ownln-CAUSES ALLIES TO
pnrently are engineering a campaign land in Japan and they may not owu
BECOME ENEMIES
to mold public opinion in Japan.
land at all in Sajrhalien, Formo.-1- ,
j
News of the growing disquiet In Ilokaido or
the fortified zones. Tl i;.
Ixiuiioii, April. 18. A central news Tokio and the general protest from law has never yet been officially P1'"-dispatch from Salonikl says the ser- - Japan against the enactment by the
ul gated.
ntu division of the Bulgarian army California legislature of aa anti-alie1ms received orders to march against lavr that would affect tho subjects cf
LeQibUtw, I In a Wt.it
Servian that nation, met Willi varying
Momiiir, now held by U
wh-!..
It
here toijay
u;m:(it i, CaKf., Ai:l
:hm
ImepM.
eoiolDiiielci'
aid to UOWII iiitit tllH Ji1v,-- r lh.i,c.t:i v.ufi i llu r 1.
Th'i
'iitih i
ts t, I
..
tli re
i mi i I'll! i'iiHli;.;
:: .; !
(iia tif
eiii li:: t (,f
Tokio,
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Imperial Government Declares that Only the
Influence of Christianity Will Prevent Serious Trouble Leading Americans and Japs Unite In Sending Mensage to
President Wilson Urging Him to Ask California to
Use Extreme Caution
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PEOPLE OF MIKADO'S COUNTRY

held.

Washington, April 18. Senator
BY A LIAISON.
a meeting for
Owen is arranging
Monday of the entire senate banking
Chicago, April IS. Mrs. Augusta a'nd currency committee, of which he
bietz, widow ot George Dietz, a tailor, is chairman, as the first step toward
who was beaten to ueath with a ham- actual construction of a currency remer at his home in Aldine avenue form bill to be presented1 in the senlast Monday, and George Nuruberg, ate with the backing of the commitowner of a harness shop, today were tee.
formally booked on charges of mur-

HUES

JAPANESE PRESS

early today from the Alberta elections indicate that Premier Sifton will
HOBS DEMAND
have 34 supporters and the opposition
the
increase
for
opposia
18,
slight
tion over the estimates upon returns
last night. Two seats are yet in High Official of the
doubt and two elections are yet to be

DOMESTIC HAPPINESS
OF TWO
HOUSEHOLDS SHATTERED

Benjamin Frieman, a dentist, today
watched three men rifle his office
"Before I leave Las Vegas I shall his company had been contemplating
and
depart with gold and platinum
be able to make definite announce j the erection of a sugar factory here worth
The robbers gained en
$4,000.
meat as to whether my company will provided the irrigation project was trance to Frieman's office as
patients.
complete the big irrigation project underianeu, but that the obliteration
upon the Las Vegas land grant."
of, the bugar taritt . would hurt the
This was the statement made this beet industry all through the west.
It is his belief that no better con- BIG FINANCIER
morning by Lloyd Sigler, second vice
and:
president
general manager (of ditions for the raising of sugar beets
der.
the National Savings and Trust com- can be found than those which exThe complaints charge Mrs. Dietz
FOUND
GUILTY
pany of Salt Lake City, Utah, who ar- ist near Las Vegas. The soil and
and Nurnberg with murdering the worived here yesterday for a conference climate is just what is needed and the
man's husband ' by assaulting him
with members of the Las Vegas grant altitude is favorable. Mr. Sigler
a hammer. It was planned to
with
board and Judge David J. Leahy in implied, however, that the present JACOB FURTH WILL BE OBLIGED
fix
bail of the prisoners this afthe
FOR
TO PAY PENALTY
regard to the option whick his corpo- tariff tinkering might cause his comternoon. The preliminary hearing
FRAUDULENT
BANKING.
ration holds upon tie contract for the pany to hesitate before undertaking
probably will be continued until after
building of the irrigation system upon any new activities in sugar beets.
the coroner's inquest, which is to be
18.
Jacob
Bellingham, Wash., April
the land grant north of this city. Mr. It already has large investments in
Furth, chairman of the board of di resumed April 24.
Sigler expects to be here several days. beet fields in Utah.
On the blotter of the Sheffield aveWhatever his decision may be. Las
Mr. Sigler's remarks, on the whole, rectors of the Seattle National bank,
nue
branch of the municipal court toand
was
with
who
aiding
charged
Vegas will not have much longer to were encouraging. Aside from the
day
appeared the names of Mrs. Auawait it, as Mr. Sigler is a busy man fact that his engineers had con- abetting William E. flinrijke.r, former
Dietz and George Nurnberg for
gusta
Private
of
Conner
the
La
and will not be able to spend a long vinced him that the project was president
in connection with the
arraignment
in
State
deposits,
bank,
accip'.tog
time here.
good for watering no more than 12,Dietz's husband,
Mrs.
murder
of
to.
be insolvent,
According to Mr. Sigler, his engin- - 000 acres with absolute assurance of knowing the bank
ladies'
fashionable
a
Dietz,
George
in
a
was
found
"jy
extoday
jury
eers have completed the work of
guilty
plenty of water in all seasons, Mr.
of
book
the
tailor.
.lhe
charge
0i
amining the project They have gone Sigler appeared to have lost none of the superior court her... a .motion ler
names were writ
their
station
police
maae.
new
was
a
trial
Inover the whole system with care.
his enthusiastic interest in the irJacob Furth, as the principal bank- ten in red ink, which is the practice
vestigating the work already done, rigation plant. His decision will be
er and financier of Seattle and head when the charge is murder.
examining the watershed, determin- awaited with interest.
At the coroner's inquest yesterday
firm of Stone and
of
Mr..'
the Boston
to
ing the character of the work yet
Though it was not tated by
Was testified that Nurnberg, a har
it
be accomplished and its probable cost, Sigler, it is reported on good au- - Webster's enterprises iu Washington,
ness
mal;er, and Mrs. Dietz had en
tir.
financial
eastern
in
known
is
well
ana estimating the number of acres thority that the engineers who made
if
gaged in a liaison for soma months.
that can be Irrigated by such a sys- the estimates for the Salt Lake cles. The Seattle National bank
Dietz was aware of this, as was the
Pathe
in
tem when ready for operation.
City concern figured the water sup- next to the largest bank
harness maker's wife, who had her
Mr. Sigler says his engineers have ply by the closest standards. They cific northeast.
He also Is president of the First husband watched by detectives, who,
reported that the cost of the system made no allowances for extraordinary
"bank of Snohomish, Wash., amohg other things, had tapped teleNational
Is
the increases in the flow of the GainThis
will be about $300,000.
alleged
company, tne phone wires and liste""complete cost of the dam, including nas, but stuck closely to th f igurea the Seattle Electric
and
between
conversations
Nurnberg
the
DeElectric
Sound
company,
the expenditures of the Camfield
flow. Puget
for annual year-i- a and year-ou- t
Mrs. Dietz.
Bank
the
constuc-tloInvestment
Furth
company,
such
for
velopment company
This means tnat in flood years,
Two months ago Mrs. Dietz conwork as can be used in complet- which occur frequently, the big res- of Commerce of Anacortes, Wash.,
a lawyer about obtaining a disulted
comStock
Land
and
the
of
State
and
Chicago
ervoir can be filled to overflowing in
ing the project The estimate
but was dissuaded. Nurnberg
engineer J. E. French was $223,000. a few days. The figures of the en- pany, and a director in many other vorce,
Mrs.
and
Dietz, according to testiPacific
in
the
institutions
Mr. Sigler accounts, for the greater gineers are conservative to such an financial
mony, spent part' of the day preced-th- e
cost estimated by hjs engineers by extent that their O. K. upon the ir- northwest.
murder at Highland park togethHe Is reputed to be worth $10,000,-00the fact that the Camtleld company Is rigation of 12,0uu acres means that
The trial ended today was the er.
the work to Inex- such a tract can De kept sufficiently
said to have sub-le- t
The testimony showed further that
perienced contractors, ho were will- wet even in dry years to raise the second, the first having resulted In a
on
the night of the murder Mrs. Dietz
far
ing to undertake it at a figure
best of crops without fear of tailure. disagreement
did not occupy her bed, as she is said
below that which would be demanded . Mr. Sigler talked today with Judge
to have told the police; that she was
by experienced men. This accounts, David J. Leahy, legal custodian of
fully dressed' when bbo gave the
It i3 Intimated, in some measure for the land grant. It is likely he will'
158
alarm to the police and wore her wig
comthe failure of the project to be
hold a meeting soon with the trustees
which she was never
corset,
and
Mr.
concern.
pleted by the Greeley
of the grant,
following tnis meet
T-day
do
to
before so early in the
known
,
Sigler says, too, that the character of ing, it is thought, Mr. Sigler will be
and
that when the officers
morning;
from
the soil encountered is different
able to announce his decision in re-the milk bottle
found
arrived
they
what had been supposed when Mr. gard to tie contract. He still has a
t
One hundred and thirty-eighMrs. Dietz
the
en
although
outside
door,
French made his estimates. The
considerable portion of his
year? ago today Paul Revere
told the police that
to
have
Is
said
Salt
Lake
company
the
for
gineers
iQ act
took the famous ride that linkshe found the body of her husband af-- I
have discovered me presence oi ran ed his name forever with the
ter bringing in the bottle.
that
solid
rock
siderable
!C0MMERCIAL
heroes of American RevolutionSCHOOLS COMBINE
Coroner Hoffman today offered a
De nanuiea. iui, ui wiut, m.,
orary history.
Chicago, April 18. Permanent
of $50 for information which
reward
quire additional expense.
A lone man on horseback stirof the National Association
ganization
where the hammer with
'would
show
have
his
engineers
Mr. Sigler says
red up a whole countryside
Commercial Schools was
of
Accredited
was
killed was purchased.
Dietz
which
Informed him that the maximum
runnel" ho the. eliinax of a convention
"every Middlesex village and
said It apparently
officials
The
mnnnt of water that appears to them '
farm," as we are told.
,ihich began here toc'py. The organl- from a second hand store, as it
came
to be available for the project will ir iTHtion was
If newspapers had been more
formed last December and
was somewhat rusty. The manufacrigate 12,000 acres of land regularly has been worked under temporary of- circulated the Middlgenerally
likelihood
turers of the implement nave beea
little
with
year after year
would have known all
B. F. William", of Des
folks
esex
with
fleers,
unable to trace it beyond their estabthe
but that the: are of
oi a scan-ityret- id wit and H. R. V. Por- about the movements of the
.
iS the Moines, as n
lishment.
.1.., i.tt.V nncac wtliph
lu"
would have
iUT jamestown. N. Y.; secretary
v
troops.
They
king's
a
letter
received
Hoffman
Coroner
fisure rrooosed. would De too ucmj
been prepared for the news that
Reports from committees on uni
which he said was startlingly
today
drain upon the reservoir, especially form courses of
text
books
over
Revere might have sent
study and
similar in spelling to the illiterate
lf several dry seasons should come were heard
the 'phone to ten times as many
today. One of the objects
stenciled missive wmch the murderer
in succession. For this reason the
is to standardize
the
In
oi
the time.
organization
company
of Dietz left. The writer said he comTrust
National Savings and
methods of
studies
this
the
and
comer
of
great
In
teaching
every
mitted the crime and expressed scorn
would greatly prefer to make its
tie ES5 echools of which It consists.
people know what's gocountry
as
for the police. The note was scrawled
acres,
12.000
plan for irrigating
ing on in all other corners
on the letterhead of a hotel In a city
io U!"
R would be hl
it i :;.
i he medium of the dally
IN
DENVER.
through
BOXING
It
about 450 miles from Chicago ana
(iy plenty of water every teaon.
- Will) their
d
newspaper.
!;.!
April
Uwiver,
able
.:
rt.e
u
r fi,l.ry 'o
telegrams were sent to the anthorlv
And I )n newspaper U Hie meFi'Mnki
'there
Whit
to
the
them
locate
yenterday,
asking
ties
of li'M
a wjm
to
dium (hat the biifclnra world
The name of the city and the
UapiiiH, luwa, and Ivldie
w riter
!:.sr. to fall '., n In tle afteijpt ii'-- of
;;. i to
wopioys to bring !?'! imr buyer
J',hueoo ot Pueblo wt.ro t.
wad contents tit th& letter were not
u(id (seller,
In nt J35 pouieis t 3
re veli
V.'bMi
iUi bVi t i iiii for b':if U'.u round vm
ytiI. lend (he advei(!iir
Ill 'i
III "!)
oi'T.'C t
NfcWiPAKH M AN X BURNS.
Jjewvei A'ble'f.!l, f')
a, it it 'tll: li 1 HI
t
IIK
.

Years

"DETECTIVE" IS ARRESTED.
L.
18. Charles
April
Hutchinson, who says he is a private
detective for the Guggenhlm Mining
hire today
company, was arrested
charged with having passed a worthless check for $450 In Pasadena,
Calif., a month ago.
Hutchinson gave his age as 28 and
said his home was In 'Wilmington,
Del. According to the local police,
he was trying to pass another check
in a local store when apprehended
by a representative of a private detective agency..
SIFTON IS ELECTED.
Winnipeg, Man., April 18. Results

srake venom was the
cause of the death of Karl Hagenback, POLICE PICK MANY FLAWS IN
HER ACCOUNT OF HER
the animal collector, on April 14, ac
attendto
the physicians vho
HUSBAND'S DEATH.
cording
ed him. He was .bitten seven years
ago and the venom eventually affectRESULT OF UNLAWFUL LOVE
ed his liver.

Denver Engineers Who Have Examined the Ground Thoroughly,
However, do not Advise Attempt to Irrigate 18,000 Acres
Cost Will be Approximately S500.000, Nearly Twice the
DENTIST IS ROBBED.
and
TCew York, April 19. Bound
Amount Estimated by the Slate Engineer
Official
gagged in his own operating chair,
Will Hold Conference With the Grant Board

'

;(

CITY EDITION

Chicago,

STORY

JUEER

Slow-workin- g

,

i

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1913.

NO TRUST LEGISLATION.
Washington, April 18. Anti-truAND
legislation will not be brought up in
the senate in the special session of
congress, according to members of
the senate interstate commerce commission, which had its first meeting
today. The commmee proposes to
prepare legislation to present at the
regular session in December. Senator
Newlands, chairman of the committee, will first suggest the creation of GEORGE NURNBERG AND MRS.
an interstate trade commission to
D1ETZ ACCUSED OF KILLING
take over the enforcement of laws afWOMAN'S SPOUSE.
fecting corporations.
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ON ISLAND OF

in
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When It Is III Don't Become Alarm'
ed But Give This Fine

Laxative

COZUMEL

It is often difficult to tell Just what

is the matter with a crying, peevish
SANTA FE MEN, ON EXPLORiNf ;kaby or child too young to express its
feelings in words, but as a general
EXPEDITION, BELIEVED TO
the mother will find that there is
rule
BE IN DANGER.
a tendency to constipation, which has
brought on a headache or nervousness. The little one has no pain, but
feels "out of sorts."
The Isle of Cozumel a Place of
The first thing to try is a family
Sanctity.
remedy containing good hut mild laxColumt'l Island is In the Car- j

ative properties, and many mothers
will say that their choice would he
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep it in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
may be mentioned Mrs. Jennie Manuel, Altamount, 111., who began to
pive her baby, Frederick, Syrup Pepsin when he was 6 months old, and
has used it ever since with gratifying
results. She writes that Frederick
was not growing well and threw up
his food, but after a few days use of
Syrup Pepsin he was able to retain
bis food and gained rapidly in weight.
Thousands of others are glad to say
that Syrup Pepsin saved them many
an illness and many a large doctor
bill, for by administering it promptly,
when the first symptoms of Illness
were noticed, they prevented a serious

ribean sea, off the coast of
Yucatan, in latitude 20 de- grees, 34 minutes north and
longitude SO degrees and 44
minutes west.
It is 30 miles long, 8 miles
broad and is covered with trees
and is very low. It is fertile
and abounds in fruit and cattle
and numerous interesting re-mains of ancient buildings
have been discovered on it.
When visited in 1518 by Juan
de Grijalva it contained num- erous population and was
much resorted to as a place of
sanctity by the peculiar In- dians of the neighboring conti- nent.

&i

;

P-

''i:.,:i::':-;-:-:.;-

FREDERICK MANUEL
the latter being the size bought by
families already familiar with its
merits. Results are always guaran
teed or money will be refunded.
Syrup Pepsin is for all the family
fiom infancy to old age, and because
of its mildness families should prefer
it over all other remedies. It is abso
lutely safe and reliable. You will nev
er again give cathartics, pills, salts
or such harsh physics, for they are
usually unnecessary, and in the case
of children, women and elderly peo
ple are a great Bhock to the system,
and hence should be avoided.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial of
it before buying it in the regular way
of a druggist, send your address a
postal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
41" Washington St., Monticello,
111.,
and a free sample bottle will be mail-

ailment.

Santa Fe, N. M., April 18. That the
of Sylvanus G.
"junta" composed
Morley, Jesse Nausbauni, of Santa Fe,
and General Gula Luiz of Yucatan,
"to visit, pacify and explore" the island of Cozumel nas a bellicose pre
gram to meet became known here
following the reports printed of the
trip In the New Mexican Tuesday.
Other letters received by Sanra
Feans indicate that Mrs. Morley, wife
of the Harvard scientist, is prostrated with worry over the fate of ( her
husband in view of reports that no
white man in recent years has visited
Cozumel island and lived to teli the
tale of his journey. Two English explorers recently braved the hostile
Indians of Cozumel, it is said, and
were never seen again. It is believed
that they were eaten by cannibals.
Took Ten Soldiers.
It was ascertained today that General Luiz was to take ten soldiers
with him but just what equipment
they had remains to be announced.
The general is a veteran warrior, it
is said, and had the presence of mind
to carry along a machine gun to protest his little force from the anthropologic Insular officials they were

i

....

It is so pleasant tasting that no
child will refuse it, and as it does not
gripe the child is glad t6 take it
again. A bottle can be obtained of any
druggist for fifty cents or one dollar, ed vou.
pie, if one may believe exports sent
here about the time the expeditoirt
was formed to visit Cozumel Island.
It Is well known that Hernando Cortes visited Cozumel Island and found
warlike Indians there but Cortes was
armed to the teeth and was consid-
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ing in New Mexico, can be compelled
to adjust their freight rates on a basis satisfactory to the people.
Mr. Cowan quoted facts and figures
tending to show that Albuquerque i3
in a pocket as far aa railroad freight
rates are concerned and that Albuquerque wholesalers can not successfully compete with wholesalers in El
Paso, Texas, Amarillo, Texas, or
Trinidad, Colorado. He said that hfl
had no doubt but that the interstate
commerce commission would order an
Investigation into freight rates in the
state from various shipping points on
the Pacific coast, from the Mississippi
river and the Atlantic seailward, and
asked that when the time for the hearing arives, that thet business men of
Albuquerque step forward and give
testimony regarding shipping matters.
Santa Fe Should Wake Up
Apropps to this whole matter, Commissioner O. L. Owen said this morning that it behooves the city of Santa
Fe to wake up on the subject and in
line with the other towns throughout
the state to take some action through
its chamber of commerce and on the
part of Its business men looking towards
with the rest of
the state. Mr. Owen says that it is
the intention of the corioration commission to get some member of the
interstate commerce commission out
to New Mexico before the meeting of
that body which will probably be held
Borne time In June, and to take testi
mony or hear complaints and get afcts
on the matter, hearing on the injury
inflicted by the present rates and the
obstacles that have to be met on account of them.
Mr. Owen further said that the cor
poration commission will file a brief
before the national body covering arguments and containing statistics re- arding the whole rate question in
New Mexico, as to present tariffs and
also as to the cost of transportation.

Silver City as a member of the
board of education.
Filadelfo Baca, of the state board of
education, visited Rio Arriba schools
ARE COLDS CATCHING?
this week and found things In good
It is claimed that most colds are
working order in most of the districts. catching as measles and that one
should avoid the association of anyNotaries Appointed
ered a god, thundering through his
Notaries appointed since last re- one who has a cold. Never permit
muskets. He lived to return to Spain. port are: Felipe J. Gurule, Bernalillo; anyone who has a cold to kiss your
child. Avoid crowded rars and poor
The encyclopedias mention that Wm. G. McArthur, Eddy; Thos. E.
ly ventilated sleeping rooms.
Then
isStephen visited and explored the
Mears, Roosevelt : Dominlck C. Cas-so- when you take a oold get rid of it as
as possible. Chamberlain's
land in 1839, but in recent years the
quickly
Union; Robert D. Kenn,
Indians signified their unwillingness Antonio Candelario, Torrance; Thos. Cough Remedy used as directed will
to be brought Into contact with twen- W. Home, Quay; J. D. GIron, Rio Ar- enable you to throw it off quickly and
permanently. That preparation altieth century methods and Ideals and riba; Henry T. Christian, Eddy; Abran ways
cures and is pleasant and safe
to take. For sale by all dealers.
have posted the sign "No Pale Faces Aheyta, Socorro.
Wanted."
Railroad Rate Matters
WESTERN LEAGUE UNDER WAY.
It may be they hold a superstitious
General Clancy and the
Attorney
Omaha, Neb., April 18. With utter
anfear of any one desecrating the
members of the corporation commisdisregard for all Friday superstitions
cient temple or it is possible they sion who attended the
meeting that the Western
want none of
league started its chamwas held at Albuquerque Tuesday, by
pionship season today, and if the preform of government, preferring their the chamber of commerce of
that dictions of
league officials and the
ancient tribal system.
city, and addressed by S. W. Cowan club owners are fulfilled
the year will
oi Fort Worth, Tex., expressed them- be one of
most
the
in the
successful
to visit
selves as pleased with the gathering. t4
of the organization.
history
years'
to
do
ten
could
soldiers
atwhat
Just
In introducing the speaker the
From the Denver champions down to
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
pacify an island filled with
torney genera? explained that Mr.
all the clubs
Topeka, the
is
Cowan had told him that he was neithwarriors,
problematical.
in good shape for the
are
reported
V
er a Judge, a colonel nor entitled to
Mysterious Temple.
race.
The attraction on Jozumel island
Santa Fe, N. M., April 18. Governor any title, but that he was well known
The league circuit Is the same as
E.
which Induced Morley and Nusoaun .McDonald has appointed Professor
in some sections as plain Sam Cowan.
season and there have been very
last
to risk their lives is an ancient tem- - L. Enloe, of the state normal school
Mr. Clancy said the action of the
few changes either in managers or
state corporation commission In taking
among the prominent players. The
up the freight rate question for the
only
managerial change is at Lincoln,
people of New Mexico was not a move where Charley Mullen, formerly of
hostile to the railroads, nor an attack the
Chicago White Sox, has been en
upon railroad corporations and ought
gaged to pilot the home team.
not to be so construed. He Bald that
In the opening games Lincoln lined
on the contrary, the commission is
up at Wichita, Denver at Topeka,
animated with a desire to not only
Des Moines at St. Joseph and Sioux
henfit the people and stimulate busiat Omaha. The season's sched:.
ness and the development of the state, City
ule provides for 168 games to be
but ultimately to benefit the railroads
played In four trips around the cirthemselves.
cuit by each team. The season will
In passing it is worthy of note that
close October 5.
the attorney general further supplements his remarks with the timely
comment that such movements as the
'
'1
i
( .
present one taken by the corporation CHILD BADLY
commission are likely to prove of as
much benefit to the railroads as to
the people, and to enable the railBURNEDJDN LEG
roads to break away from the combi;
;
nations that often- restrict their action;
t
'
that their hands are tied in the matter Between Knee and Ankle. Skin
v.;
Loose. Leg Dark Red. Cuticura
of changing rates that would be of ul
timate benefit to themselves as well
Ointment Entirely Cured Her.
as to the shippers. The feeling of the
200 Fuller SI., Knlwdod, Cal. "My
railroads now is very different from
daii?ht(ir lipped a basin of hot
what it used to be, even four or five
water on
Iig l iwin knoe and ankle.
yeraa ago. An Instance of this is nit-e- She waB burned so badly, in places aa large
in the way that the railroads in the aa a man's hand, that the skin was loose.
f
A
hV
The appearance of the leg was dark red.
f - i ' ri u
state
with the commission
I applied the Cuticura Ointment at once
regarding the issuance of an
I removed the
and put on a bandage.
mileage book. The feeling bandage twenty four hours later, opened
I
I J,- -'
the water blisters, applied more Cuticura
of the railroads is less that of antaOintment and bandaged again. The skin
is
and
gonism
growing farther away did not come oir and I did this until she
If
h
; '
,V
from the sentiment as expressed by was completely cured. I did not let her
Commodore Vanderbilt, when he sa'd, walk much until it was healed. She did
not complain after tlio first day. and after
'The nublic be damned."
the Cuticura Ointment was
on,
,

at:
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SATURDAY EVENING
Another lot of unusual values which will appeal to the economical
can be had at the above named hours only.
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buyers and which

FOR. CASH ONLY
H OMENS

$1.25 WAISTS 98c

$1.00 HAND BAGS 50c

Choice of our entire lin e of $1.25
waists, 'Includ-

One lot of all leather H andbags; made in
the
newest model; black on ly; worth $1.00 each; for
our After Supper Sale; e ach
.'.50c

ing 45 of the season's be et styles and an excellent
variety of materials; fo r
Saturday
evening
mlT
98c
WOMEN'S

$3.00 DRESSES $2.00

.

WOMEN'S 25c NECKWEAR 19c
One lot of women's Nec kwear,
consisting of bows
and jabots of the latest d esigns; very neat and desirable effects; worth 25 c; special
4
19C

One lot of dresses, lnclu ding
striped and
garments, well and neat ly made and tastefully
trimmed; an excellent v alue at $3.00; special

at

$2.00

10 YDS. AM0SKEAG GINGHAM 65c
10 Yards Limit

ALL BOYS SLITS HALF PRICE

yards of Amoskeag A pron Gingham, all staple
colors, worth 8
a ya rd; for Saturday evening
only, 10 yards for
65c
10

Choice cf our entire li ne of Boys' Suits, includ-ln- g
all desirable styles a nd colors; sizes
to
16 years; at just
. HALF PRICE

c

2i

r La.3 VearfLGftdtn

Buster Brown

Store
Ultra Shoes

Shoes for

$071

Boys and Girls

Established

1862

and Oxfords
for Women

South Side Pifla
zsss,

3

CAPITAL PAID
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

$50,000.00
..
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i. i"iinn.iiiiriii.niM
J. M. Cunningham, President.

i). T. Hoskins, Cashiti.
k. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash

Frank Springer,

LAS VEGAS

Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

MERRY MINSTREL MAIDS
PUT ON A GOOD SHOW

Wm. Q. HAYDON

President
Vice President
Treasurer

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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Never Tasted More
Delicious Coffee
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than that brewed in the Electric Coffee Percolator. Nearly
every housewife knows the advantage of a percolator over
the
method of making coffee. But the electric
percolator adds so much in convenience, safety and
when used on the dining table, that it is vastly
preferable to any stove or
percolator.
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Eledric Coffee
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is just a suggestion as to the

many delightful electrical cooinS utensils that are intended for use on the dining table and
hat are possible only in the electric-lightehome. These
utensils and the electrically operated
devices,
opffalioB at very low cost have solved the servant m.iUn
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Percolator

slept

as usual. The sears are gone; Cuticura
Ointment entirely eurod her."
(Signed)
Mrs. E. O. Chapman, Mar. 12. 1012.
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GETTING AN AUDIENCE
WITH POPE PIUS X.
This interesting article concerning
the personality of Pope Pius was written only a short time before his illness became severe. (Ed).
With the necessary ticket of invitation to pay my respects to Pope Pius
X came the advice to wear a black
dress and a black veil to cover my
hair.
These matters arranged, we were soon
driving along the yellow Tiber, swollen by recent rain. It was a memorable drives, says Laura B. Starr in the
New York Sun. The beautiful Italian
sky, the soft air, the crowds of quaintly dressed people in the squares and
the occasion all stamped themselves
indelibly upon my memory.
At last the oariage drew up at the
proper entrance of the Vatican, which,
although it is the pope's residence,
c
atmosphere.
possesses a
A large part is open to the public on
certain days of the "week. To the Roman Catholic, even though he lives
in thefatrehnnost corner of the earth,
the Vatican is "held as a sacred place,
rot simply because the pope has shut
himself within its inclosure since Victor Emmanuel proclaimed a United
Italy, but also for various historical
reasons, the principal one being that
its site was the Bcene of the martyrdom of hundreds of Christians by Nero's orders.
It is difficult to realize that the
grounds contain more than 1,300
acres and that the building, or rather
buildings, for there are two groups
with a narrow gallery or corridor running between, contain 1,100 rooms.
Rather a large establishment for one
human being, but he need never be
lonely for besides being the papal residence, the Vatican is the home of several cardinals and there are 2,200 persons employed about the historic
place. So siwtless is the whole interior that it seems as if many of them
must be wielding brooms all the time,
though one never sees any sweeping
or dusting going on.
The pope himself, with all the splendor and magnificence of the world at
his command, has lived as austerely
and simply as rn the days when he
was a peasant boy in the country near
Venice. His sisters, whom he commanded to make their home within sight
of the Vatican, commend themselves
to one and all by their lack of pretense and affectation. They are three
peasant women who could never be
made to look like anything else, and
who seem to have no desire to appear
like anything else.
The pope's sturdy.
independence
made it possible for him to have his
howl of broth and other foods supervised by ihis sister, Signorina Rosa,
the eldest.
The papa rule which had been observed since the time of Urban XIII
that the pope should dine alone was
quickly broken by Pius X, who declared that the rule was old enough to
break. It became his custom to have
his sisters dine with him frequently,
and one can readily understand what
these
happy seasons of communion
were when they could discuss family
matters and be as natural as they

row over her loss has been regarded

as one of the causes of his illness.
It is said he felt that he would soon
I

fnllrkw hap

i

semi-publi-

pleased.

Several months ago Signorina Rosa
was stricken with paralysis and early
in February she died. The pope's grief
at the fact that he might not attend
her funeral was intense, and his sor

However one may disagree with
the pope in religious and political
matters, no one can do otherwise
than respect his attitude with regard
to simplicity and his sincere and deHis
voted affection for his family.
humanity affects one and one's heart
goes out to him when it Is known
that he still possesses! the return ticket to Venice he bought when he went
to Rome to take part in the papal election that resulted in his choice, and
often' looks at it with sadness as he
realizes that he will never be able
to use it.
A lucky visitor may occasionally see
the sisters going to or from the Vatican if his eyes are keen enough to
detect the resemblance to their pictures which are on sale in all the
shops.
They and the Swiss guards
seem to be more human and every
day sort of people than anyone else
about the Vatican. These chosen
Swiss are always ready to answer
a question or point the way in which
the visitor should travel.
They are very proud of their medieval costume, which was that of the
Swiss peasant at the time Sixtus IV
chose a regiment of loyal Helvetians
to be his body guard and which Michael Angelo adapted and made the
permanent uniform of the guards.
The Swiss guards swarm about the
place; they are a curious, but not in
congruous feature of the scene. They
are very picturesque in their ruffs and
helmets and flowing plumes; their
lances, halberds and swords complete
a medieval warlike picture in keeping
with their duties. A place as one of
the Swiss guards is one of honor and
greatly to be desired.
Pope Pius X is a born economist
In spite of the fact that the number
of people employed at the papal palace was very much reduced in 1870,
Pius X has found the army of attendants quite too large to suit his idea.
He objects to pomp and ceremony and
has deliberately cut down all expenses.

The most costly wardrobe in the
world belongs to the pope. Etiquette
compels him to wear different garments each day of the pear,
and as nearly all of them are
ornamented with gems they are
more or less cumbersome as well
as expensive. Imagine what a trial
it must be to have to put on and off
ceremonial garments In this fashion,
and it must be especially a trial to
the present pope, who was born a
peasant and has lived simply the
sreater part of his life.
When we reached the anteroom the
chamberlain told us to remove our
gloves, after which he conducted us
through a suite of six or eight rooms
so rapidly that only a confused memory of pictures, mirrors, tapestry covered with Biblical scenes and crimson
draperies remains.
All the furniture had been removed
from the large rooms through which
we passed. There were only straight
rows of chairs set primly against
three Bides of the room.
The last room into which we were
ushered was full of people, but we
managed to find seats on some curious ihfoxlike chairs with wooden backs.

ii

tf.

most uncomfortable; but anything was
tetter than standing.
At last the door through which we
had seen the favored few pass opened.
The master of ceremonies, In
evening dress with his breast covered
with medals and orders, entered a step
or two in advance of the pope, and
Immediately fell upon one knee.
As the pope stepped forward everyone knelt and a solemn hush fell upon us. His holiness then moved to
the person nearest the door and held
out a soft, white hand, with the ring
cn his third finger, for her to kiss.
Then he made a tour of the room,
offering his hand in turn to each person. Having completed the round, he
steiped to a vacant space between
the doors and, lifting his hands, bestowed upon us all the apostolic bless-
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San Francisco, Cal., April IS.
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twi rr.."'.i
Denver. Colo.. April IS. The
aiTe Frs isw ia l.;l.
will wzixi
y wii.i .i T'sfvje may
The LortKa-Ittsrof the Denver, KorthweBteni and Pa-- 1 In
i-.e
w
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is expected
Lake railway, the succeeding cwpo-- !
ration, 'ill ssaume cootrol of the
property a'uout tie firfet of aej:t
uioiith. Kev utuu !b, torii.eHy prfehi- j lit of tUt; V'i.'CT(.-i- Cwiitral, is fWt.
f tti? !.
:''u.
for tin- -
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Austin, Tex., April 18. In pursuance of a proclamation issued hy Governor Colquitt, today was observed as
"clean-uday" in cities, towns and
villages throughout Texas A reduction In the annual fire loss of the
state was the chief object of tne
movement. With this end in view
civic bodies and individual citizens
joined In a general campaign for the
removal of refuse, trash and debris
which might subject property of any
kind to destruction by fire. In all the
public schools the day was set aside
for fire drills and Instruction in regard to fire hazards and the simple
methods of fire prevention and rescue work.
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Cottolene is more economical than lard; costs no
farther, than
more, and goes
either butter or lard.
You are not practicing
economy if you are not using
Cottolene in your kitchen.
Made orly by
lk BANK

tr
!

; ;es.cra

gtw-drt-

water.
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Fry fish with Cjottolem arid it will never be greasy,
out crisp ana appetizing enougn to make, your mouth

j!
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COUNTY FAIR

j

1

(KsPoCTOR'5

AT FRISCO

.

CottoJ"' !? better than htittpr or lard for frvinc hmiw it
can be heated about 100 degrees higher without burning or
smoking. 1 his extreme neat instantly cooks the
outer surface, and forms a crust which prevents
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BUT THERE ARE MANY MEN WHO
WOULD NOT : GIVE IT UP,
EVEN, AT THAT

Entered at tie postot'ice at East
London,' Aprir IS. Is it a catas
Lju VegiS, New Mexico, for xracamis-- trophe to be Ja centenarian? An ar
tkrough the United States mail ticle appeared Va The Standard a few
xnd cl&M matter.
M
days a co on various- recrpes which
tare been put forward for the attainTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ing of longevity; a press correspondence is also In rro?ress'in which aged
Daily, by Carter:
...... I
P
Copy
corespondents are explaining the me-J'tthods by which they consider that
Ee Wv-, .66jtnPj. have exceeded the allot ed three- Cxe Monti
Vme Tear ........
'imore years and ten. Now comes Sir
Daily by Mail
George Bird wood, M. DVhimself an oc. ..JS.OO; toenarian , who throws a new light
Cre Year
3.00 on the
Six Month
question by suggesting that
abnormal longevity, is a most undesirable thing.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Writing to a contemporary, he reGROWER
fers to the people who have been tell$!-Oae Tear
ing us "how they Tiave, in their own
...
ftx Month
thinking managed to achieve this proIm"
for
foundly questionable glory;
tCasa in Advance lor Mall Subscrip- agine ' millionaires : hugging, their
hoards for 100 years to leave them to
tions)
or money already senile eons to go on hugging
HeaaU by draft, check
trcrc. H snt otherwise we wiii not them for 20 years or more and bo
from generation to generation, until
impossible for losav
Specimen copies free on applicar the heavy drag on these vertible
Struldburgs stops the turning of a too
"conservative" world on its axis. It
AT is indeed, a most disheartening sign
DISCONTINUED
AXX. PAPERS
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
this desire of people to live beyond
three-scor- e
PAID FOR
years and ten, unless its
prolongation is desirable in the interiivertiMrs we guaranteed the ests of others; and. fortunately, these
dally and weekly circulation abnormal ages of SO, 90 and 100 years
t
f
newspaper la northern New are not to be achieved, they simply
occur as exceptions to a rule. The
great question is not how to live to
e
but how to
or
frf'.EPHONX3
alike
and
live
profitably,
proficiently
..Main 2
"SNi:.- in yourself and for others." Sir Georce
... ..Main I concludes
KTfTWS DEPARTMENT
by quoting the words on
the ring of Senecianus: "Live careless of the gods."
FRUAY. APRIL, IS, 1913.
This raises an interesting problem
as to whether on an. average duration
FLOOD riiEVENTIOX
nf life is inverse ratio with the
p.mount of pleasure derived from it
Locking the barn alter the horse is Are "to live pleasantly," and "to live
siolen is hardly so foolish as buyin,; f.ong" direcrty antagonistic proposi
a lock in time but never taking the tions of which jtheaverage man must
trouble to put it on the door. Tet this accept one and leave the other? Is a
is what Indianapolis now discovers short life and agay one the really
she has done with reference to one better course? An interesting view
important cause of floods. For eight of the question was put to a repre
years she has had in her book of ordi- sentative yesterday by a
nances a provision that & survey of btoloffist who is "also a doctor of phi
the White river should be made for losophy.
,
the purpose of establishing the lines
"The question," he said, "hinges on
of its banks, and that no one should a point older than, either philosophy
encroach beyond Each lines. The rea or science or medicine the point as
sons for this order are stated in the to what pleasure precisely is. Is it a
ordinance Itself as being the pollution bottle of wine, or is it a draught of
of the stream and "an Increased ten- cold water and a lear head In my
dency to overflow, floods, and dam- new, it is a combination of both. A
age to property, public and private, man who denies himself all pleasure
Th& city had been simply in order that he may live long
and levees.
warned by a flood ia 1904. Neverthe- is just as much of a rake as the man
less the city engineer never "got to who drinks himself to death at an
if," and the entire city is now paying early age. They simply have difierthat
the penalty of the neglect. The In ent ways of. enjoying themselves,
dianapolis News savs plainly: "It was lis all; one man indulges his taste for
oar own folly and greed that caused alcohol to excess; the other his taste
our flood." Another Indiana city is re- for longevity. J"orf it ought to be resorting to drastic measures for the cognized thallolgevitty is not a virtue.
sake of the future. The city council It is not, in itself, good for a man to
of Terre Haute has decided that the live to be 90 or 100; indeed, consider
a nuispark board shall condemn 430 lots ed quite dispassionately, it is
cirrelative
ance.
Noi"ipahfom
comprising the village ot 'faylorville,
W It immoral for a man
cumstances,:
in which live a thousand persons.
is a
to condi- to drink hihisolf 'to death: but it
This action Is due in
o
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five-scor- e,

four-scor-

well-know- n
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part

tions which every one knew prevailed
In that "wretched suburb," but which
it required a great disaster to bring
home to the public conscience. Moral
as well as physical improvement may
thus be a consequence of the floods
New York Tost.

The extreme degenerate and the
the two
extreme ascetic represent
man
the
which
average
between
poles
asceThe
mean.
strikes an intelligent
tic and the degenerate are specialists
in life, whereas the, ordinary human
belug is an expert "on living. As a
trained scientist with some knowledge
of medicine I have no hesitation in
KILLS HIMSELF WHILE. saying that the average man is potentially a centenarian. Theoretically,
we can all live to 100 or older, but.
DERANGED like, sensible people, we deliberately
refuse the offer, so to speak. The life
iof the ordinary man might be worked
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death of John E. W. Way roan, for'
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mer state's attorney, was scheduled Kxpenditure:
Smoking
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INDIANS WOULD VOTE.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 18. The
case of Charles Kie against Robert
itoberts and Gregory Page for damages, which was argued Tuesday in
the federal court, gives rise to the
interesting question, that of testing
the right of a Pueblo Indian to vote.
The suit is a cause arising under the
15th amendment, relative to the right
of franchise, "regardless of race, color or previous condition of sevitude."
The suit is bought by Charlie Kie
against Sheriff Roberts arid Deputy
Sheriff Page alleging that he was for
cibly prevented from voting at the
April election In 1912, in the city of
Gallup by these men, the complaint
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champions ofAmerka
for the individual honors in the titular events to be held tomorow night
at the Wert side.y, M. C. A. in this
city anxiously await the call for ac
tion which will determine the premier
contestants in the eight events sched
uled. These include Inwian clubswing-ing- ,
flying rings, rope climb, side
horse, parallel bars, long horse, horizontal bars and tumbling. The ail- around championship will also be de
termined, Dased on the highest point
winners in the horizontal bars, parallel bars, side horse, and long horse.
Held under the auspices o the Amateur Athletic union, the, events are
open to all registered gymnasts, and
the regulation A. A. IT., champion
ship gold, silver and bronze medals
will be awarded to first, second and
third men. resiectively, in each
event.

$1,050

Active general commission demand
and lightness of offerings gave
ifrength to provisions. A net advance of five to 15 cents was noticed
at the start. May quotations were:
to $11.10,
Pork, $19.75; lard $11.07
ribs $11.37. The closing quotations
were:
Wheat, May 91; July 90; September 89.
Corn, May 56; July 56; September 57.
Oats, May 35
July 34; September 34.
Pork, May $19.85; July $20; Sep;:
tember $19.80.
Lard, May $11.17; July $11.12;
September $11.12.
Ribs, May $11.45; July $11.20; September $11.00.

--
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las Vegas Automobile

LIVE STOCK

&

Machine

Whalen.

Pbjne Main 344.

Kansas City, April 18. Cattle, reFINANCIAL STATEMENTS
200. Market
strong. Native
ceipts
British America Assurance Co., Janusteers $7.259; southern Bteers $6.25
ary 1, 1913. ,
8.50; southern cows and heifers
Total assets
$1,710,624.71
nativecows and heifers
$4.508.35:
1 015,080.89
Liabilities
$4.508.50; stockers and feeders
bulls $5.757.50; calves
701,543.82 $6.258.50;
Surplus
steers $78.40;
$6 9. 7.5; western
Financial Statement
western cows $ 4. 50 7. 25.
Achen and Munich
Fire Insurance
Hogs, receipts 3,500. Market 10 to
Co., January 1, 1913.
15 cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.75
Assets
$2,510,241.90
9; heavy $8.708.85; packers and
All liabilities
1,301,429.20
butchers $8.759; lights $8.859.05;
Net surplus

A

CffTA

--

KANSAS CITY

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

&

Co

Fowler Props

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

'

i:
pigs $7.758.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steady. Muttons $57.25; Colorado lambs
$7.25S.50; range wethers and year-

:.$1,2:!8,812.70

Financial Statement
Central Insurance Co., January 1, 1913.
$2,000,000.00
Capital stock
Premium reserve
2,702,040.05
Reserve for outstanding
2!i2,330.,J.2
losses
Reserve for taxes and all
other liabilities
157,641.31
410,275.13
Net surplus
American

lings $5.507.75;

raneg

ewes

'fl!WHM

$5

6.50.'
v- -

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
druggist will refund money It
TAZO OINTMENT fails to cure anj
case of Itching, Blind, Eleeding 01
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 51c
blongs in every home. Adv.

f

r'our

Total assets
$5,562,286.81
HARRY L. CUTLER, AGENT.

Sour Stomach
This is a mild form of indigestion.
STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING.
Eat slowly, masticate your food thor-Stockholders' annual meeting of the oughly and take one of Chamberlain s
New Hope Mining Co. will be held Tablets just after supper, and it may
be avoided. For sale by all dealers.
April 2S at 7:30 p. m. at the residence
of Mrs. Sarah M. Crites in East Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
HARRY L. CUTLER. Agent.

FIGHTS

1
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& Co.

Gross, Kelly

FOR TONIGHT

Sole Agents

,

AT:

erations, Reading, Northern Pacific
Chesapeake and Ohio, Southern Pacific and Baltimore and OMo, among
others, ruled a point under yesterday's

WILSON HAY GO ON

close.

A

STUMPING TRIP

PRESIDENT IS ASKED
TO HELP
NEW JERSEY CALL CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.

Bear sentiment increased as the
market went lower, but there was Mt- ttle evidence of spirited selling, trade-re
being mindful of recent squeezes.
With the bulk of the list being quoted on an average of one per cent under yesterday's closing attention again
was ' directed to some of the large
decreasing In railroad earnings, those
of Chesapeake and Ohio, for the second week in April standing out as the
,;
most significant.
The market closed , heavy. Desultory selling overturned the effect of
covering in some of the weak features
and the market hugged the low levels
Sales of St. Paul four halfs
closely.
at 99
and weakness in issues of
other roads were depressing factors.
...76
Amalgamated Copper
..113
Sugar
...101
Atchison
...
..1.64
Heading . . .'. ..: ;
..100
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
..152
United' States? 'Steel
,.;r.2 i,
.'.108
United Stiles' Steel, fifd

President
number of
callers today, as well as a cabinet
meeting, that he might have a
tomorrow.
The president was urged today by
State Chairman Edward E. Grosscup
and State Senator J. Warren Davis of
New Jersey to spend at least two or
three days on the stump there speaking for jury reform and the necessity
for a state constitutional convention.
Mr. Wilson has not yet completed
his plans, but it is doubtful whether
he- will be able to devote more than
one day.
Senators Bryan and Lea and Representative Diipree recommended to
the president the appointment to a
diplomatic post of the Rev. Otis J.
Glazebrook of Elizabeth, N. J. Representative Raker of California arrangCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ed to see the president some time to18.
Chicago, April
Strength was
morrow about the Japanese situation.
imparted to wheat he,re today by the
foreign situation. Cables were strong,
f
a decrease of nearly one and
million bushels in the Argentine visible supply was reported, and the Argentine ishipmeuts showed a decrease
of 232,000 bushels for the week. Covering by shorts was early In evidence.
At the opening th market whs
to
,
"?'
higher. May (showed tl'ft
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WE BELIEVE IN HONEST ADVERTISING
By that we mean WE DO AS WE ADVERTISE and back up every article we advertise.
In the course of sixteen years of successful business we have never misrepresented one
article.' We offer, as proof of the above statement, hundreds of satisfied customers. Anions;
the almost countless ways of treating patrons there is only one right way.
The following articles offered for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are up to our high
standard and will more than please you.
i fit :? b k
MERCERIZED PETTICOATS

Plain colors only, nicely finished will give splendid satisfaction for

'

st

)

!MJI--

On Any Woman's Shoe!
or Oxford Here

Your choice of our $.S.OO Value Knickerbocker two pants
suits all.sizes, each

10 PER CENT OFF

S3.89

69c
i

$2.C0 SCRIM CURTAINS

On any Child's Shoe pr
Oxfords in. the'House

..SUPERIOR MADE UNION

$1.48
Washable curtains of plain
scrim with colored borders.
Full length. Per pair

S1.48
515-51-

7

YOUR CHOICE

,r.

Of our 'Stock of Men's
Florsheim Oxfords Worth
$4.50 and $5.00 for $3.85

worth $1.25. To
get our trade acquainted with
the actual merits of this
For

splendind underwear, we
quote them at QCo

"the stohc of Quality"

f

Opposite

I:

'

V

Ah-l

BOY'S SUITS

10 PER CENT OFF h

r.

.

fa

1.1.

a net gain of
May at
U higher at 3a
oats
began
May
.
and aspirants and touched 25

GYMNASTIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
New York, April

setting forth that he was so prevent

t'uri .,

f

APRIL 18, 1913.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
4ed from voting because he was a PuNew
York, April 18. Speculation
Frankie Whitney vs. Eddie Johnson,
eblo Indian, and asks for damages of
was dominated today by the familiar 10
$5,000 for depriving him of his right
rounds, at Denver.
and $5,000 for injuries for the physi- influences which have been operative
new
cal and mental suffering be received recently, and in the absence of
naras a result of their using force on factors the market was dull and
row.
him. The case was argued for the
Operations failed to produce essencomplainant by Francis C. Wilson,
tial
changes except in" a few isolated
and Colonel E. W. Dobson representin which it was evident that
instances
ed the defendants.
been
If the result is a decision in favor professional short selling' had
outcome
the
too
of
The
carried
far.
of the Indian a large vote will be
re
not
was
St.
bond
Paul
offering
inadded to New Mexico and will
and
as
traders
satisfactory
clude all Pueblo Indians not living in garded by
was used as a basis for bear selling.
pueblos. Judge Pope's decision will
be awaited with interest A history Bonds were steady.
Small holding same on the market
of the early decisions regarding the
and
stocks in which there were any
Induns and their status as regards
the franchise is a subject of no lit- transactions sought a lower level.
which
tle interest to the average student of Apart from a few specialties,
were sustained by individual consid
American history.

r

jt.
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buttered toast or drinks three cups of
strong tea or smokes a pipe of shag
he shortens his life by so much. On
the other hand, he has his toast and
his tea and his shag which are things
that make life worth living. That is
the paradox of it man uses up life in
making it worth living. The faster
he spends his money the more he
finds out that it is worth having. That
is why, from some points of view, a
short life and a merry one is sound
But take care that it is
philosophy.
really merry.
"The great point is to indulge in
those pleasures, which, while' they
may shorten life, do not Interfere with
the immediate enjoyment of it. Alcohol in moderation shortens a man's
life, but it has no iriimediate ill effects, no unpleasant reaction. Alcohol in moderation shortens a man's
life, but does not give him a headache at the time. And so it is with
most moderate indulgences they
shorten life, but they have no imme
diate reaction. It Is here that the
soundness of the philosophy of the
middle course is apparent. The ascetic
and the degenerate both go to extremes. One makes life too long the
other too short, and neither really en
joys It The wise man strikes the
average; he does not want to die at
20, he is not keen to live to be a hundred, so he takes precautions both
ways by living neither too fast nor
too slow, and dies about 60. I am a
heavy smoker myself, and I know very
well that if I gave it up I might add
five years to my life, but I shall' not
sive it up."

FRIDAY,
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Shoes With Style,
Fit and Comfort

SAVE ON THE

PERSONALS

j.

A. T. Hannett of Gallup was

FRIDAY, APRIL

DAILY OPTIC,

LAS VEGAS

18,

1913.

FIVE

MARVICK MAKING

HIGH

PYRAMIDS OF PROGRESS

j

a

ness visitor in the city today.
A. F. Wade of Los Angeles was a
shoes
think
Of course if you
business visitor in the city today.
are just shoes, you can get them
G. P. Saiichf zof ; Watrous was a
are
critical,
If
business visitor in Les' Tegas today.
you
anywhere.
H. E. PekK hi Hew Orleans came in
bediscriminate
and
however,
last
night fora s&ort business visit in
tween ordinary shoes and the
,J.
h
Las Vegas.-'.kind that really have STYLE,
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound arrived in, the city this afternoon for a
FIT and COMFORT, you will
'
short visit.
certainly ask for
Domingo Hays of Apache Springs
jc'ame in last, night I for. a few days'
i business visit.
A. Glass of Santa" Fe came in last
night from the Capitol City for a
short business visit. - i,
SHOES
Mrs. J. H. Stearns left this afternoon
for Kansas City where she wiii
Whatever your footwear needs,
visit her sister ior two weeks.
we can supply you.
W. P. Smith, representing the Baker
Chocolate company of Chicago. Is a
business visitor in the city. Mr. and Mrs.'ETR. Russell left yesHoffman &
terday for Ocate for a few days' visit
They drove out in Mr. Russel's alio.
Agcnti for lit NET IDEA 10c Pimaiii
for
O. F. Zottmaff, 'representative
PHONE MAIN 104
the Baldwin Piano company, left this
afternoon forhis headquarters in Denver.
Miss Jennie Hurin, Mrs. A. G. Gan-dal-l
and E. G- - Murphey left this mornNews from
school S ing for
El Porvenir where they spe.it
the day.
Harry Leight, representative for a
Normal Notes.
well
known liquor house, came in
had
students
the
Monday morning
for a Tew days' busithis
afternoon
tlie pleasure of listening to Dr. Brigni
visit.
ness
tor
Dr.
took
of Albuquerque.
Bright
D. B. Cole, a prominent real estate
his topic the two words "Efficiency"
man
of Cimarron, came in last night
and "Dependability." These, he says,
are the most necessary attributes for from his home for a short business
one to have in order to be successful visit in Las Vegas.
W. H. Stark, S. B. Rohrer, P. H.
in life. Dr. Bright also emphasized
the importance of specializing. His Le Noir and Hallett Raynolds drove
aftalk was full of good suggestions and out to the Hand ranch yesterday
ideas for the youth who is just start- ternoon and Inspected the property.
Mrs. Thomas Blakemore left yestering out in life.
day for her home in Aspen, Colo., aflast few weeks
Monday afternoon the Commercial ter having spent the
Mr.
and Mrs. J. C.
her
with
parents,
saw
club visited the Normal hall and
of
this
.Tohnsen
city.
classin
their
at
students
work
the
W. W. Wilson, the well known reprooms, "rtiey were impressed favorfor the National Biscuit
resentative
of
condition
ably with the Improved
the building and the work which the companiv' came in this afternoon from
institution is doing. The club was Trinidad for a short business visit at
.met down town by the Normal band the local grocery stores.
J. S. 'Stein, manager of the Harvey
and escorted to the building. After 4
on the New Mexico division of
houses
o'clock the band, under the leadership
of O. C. Zingg, gave a short concert tne Santa FeKainvay company, came
at the Normal. This is a school or- in this .afternoon for a short business
visit'at'tfie local Harvey house.
s
ganization which is making great
J. .A.Cpnlej-- , master mechanic for
and is growing more and more
New Mexictf division of the Santa
the
to
and
to be an honor to its director
n Fe. Railway company, came in from
the institution.
Us headquarters in Raton last night
for a short business visit in the city
week
this
of
Thursday and Friday
Jerry,, JKelding left this afternoon
are the regular examination days for
Santa Fe where he will attend to
for
These
weeks.
six
the last half term of
are the last examinations until the business, for, a, few days and then
leave for Socorro county where he is
final test in May.
employed as foreman of the state
Notes.
highway construction gang.
School
High
i'ev. Norman Skinner returned th;s
The Senior class is hard at work
Santa Fe where he Ins
afternoon.frorti
which
on
class
the
play
practicing
will be given in about five weeks. be?n for the past two days attending
,
The play is full of snap and vim from the Presi?ery of the Presbyt'H-iiHP.ov.
Now
Mexico.
of no'thern
beginning to end and is sure to interSkniuer says that the denomination
est the audience.
shows an increase in every way.
Mrsl Francis Darling of New "fork
The regular meeting of the Orio Litcame in last night frqm Los
teen
to
was
have
wbkh
City
erary society,
postponed until Angeles where she has spent the past
held today, has oe-the first of May. TV is the last few months. Mrs. Darling Is the
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Onion.
meeting of the society this ywr and guest of
the students will endeavor to nuke She will remain in the city for a few
ihis the most interesting meeting of days' and then leave for her home at
the year. The program will be pub- New York City.
lished next week.

GOOD IN

COST OF LIVING

busi-

PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital

-j

WILL GO IT

A GARDEN

.

BUY HERE

GOOD TQQLS.

''.

FORMER SECRETARY OF LAS VEGAS Y. M. C. A, SUCCESSFUL
IN WIN FIELD, KAN.

TEE COST OF

ON

75c
Spades
65c
Spading Forks
Garden and Field Hoes ...25c
Rakes
25c
Hose (guaranteed)

1

Ft

50

-

S4.35
35c
35c

Nozzles
Sprinklers
Lawn Mowers
Toy Garden Tools for
the Kiddies.

GraiiMriir

?4.50
25c

Headquarters for REACH
Base Ball Goods, Croquet
Sets, Hammocks and Porch
Furniture.

Airs.

The civics class of the seniors of
the High, school have been making a
the
special study of good roads during
week. This is a subject which
t
has attracted a great deal of public
interest lately and some very good
talks were given in the class.
work-itiThe high school orchestra is
the
furnish
to
hard preparing
exermusic for the commencement
orches-tra- d
cises and the class play. This
is the first in the history of the
whool and is considered one of the
most complete in the .city, Mrs.
Charles Kohn, musical director of the
the orpublic schools, has charge of
chestra nnd.:miich credit is due her for
the rapid progress 'that the organization has made thus' far. The orchestra is composed of the following" violins. Miss Lucy Myers. Miss Ruth
Misa
Sielinger, Miss Leona Greenclay,
Thelma Coman, Miss Virginia Floyd,
Mr. Edward Johnson and Mr. Walter
Mr. Phillip Kolbo; corKolbo:
Mr.
net, Mr. Philip Callahan; clarinet,
Edward HUe; drums, Mr. Edward
Myers,
piano, Miss France
Rutin.
Charles
director. Mrs.
g
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is a simple
inexpensive
can be varied in many ways with different
frostings and icings. It looks a little nicer
baked in a tube pan, but will be equally as
"
"
good baked"M a square loaf.

K

LATEST

NEWS FROM THE PLAZA
HOTEL.
Beginning April 15, the Plaza oper-

ates both American and European
plans. Rates as follows: European
plan, 50c to $2; American plan, $2 to
$.1.50. There are two elegant suites
with private bath just vacated. These
are in demand. Act quickly if you
wish to secure one at a reasonable
rental Did you know that the present management has expended $15,000
in improvements in the past nine
months? Call and look over the hotel
They will be pleased to show you.

TODAYSVBASEBALL

it

'

National League.
at St. Louis; clear.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg; clear.
New York at Boston; clear.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn; clear.
American League.
Cleveland at Chicago; clear.
St. Louis at Detroit; clear.
Washington at New York; clear.
Boston at Philadelphia; clear.
American Association,
Coiumbus at Milwaukee; clear.
Toledo at St. Paul; clear.
Indianapolis at Kansas City; clear.
Louisville at Minneapolis; clear.
Western League.
Denver at Topeka; clear.
Lincoln at 'Wichita; clear.
Des Moines at SL Joseph; clear.
Sioux City at Omaha; clear.
Chicago

--

YESTERDAY'S

ing kuls all egg taste and
improves the texture of the
cake.

t

Mrs. O'Brien Sure, a dhrop now
an' thin Is a comfort; hut aren't ye
afraid, Mrs. Hinnessr, ye'll get the
habit?
Me
Mrs. Hinnessy Niver a bit!
ould man's been dhrinkin' nt stiddy
these for-rt- y
years past, en' he's niver
got the habit.

FRAN

,

Tamer of Lions
Winner of Men

1

Captor of
Readers

American League.
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia,

6;
Boston, S.
At CHicago: Chicago, 2; "Cleveland,
' ,
f.
." 7 Y ; "
At New York: Washington 4? Ne
York, 3.
At Detroit: Detroit, 4; St. Louis. 3.

i..i'L:l!

Cincinnati

1

'1''

.250

5

"A New Story by
John Brecke?iridge

Ellis

American League.
Won Lost
'
3
0
Philadelphia
0
2
Washington

Pet.

sugar and continue the leairig until the frost-- ii
g it rfio'rfii,'ti(idt sfd flwiy; then beat in
f t h or 1 rrj i r
i (
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f
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1.000
1.000

5
3

2

.714

Cleveland

3

St. Louis

3

4

.500
.429

2

4

Chicago
Coeoaout Frottiag
Beat the uliiies of 2 eggs dryj gndmV.f
)tat in half a cup of lilted confectioner

- "...

Detroit
New York
I
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An extraordinary tale

is

FRAN

it

will

achieve a great degree of
popularity. Chicago Journal

Along with the force,
that subdues, looking out
of Fran's big black eyes is
the force that inevitably
attracts. New York World.

1

3

.333
.250

J

4

.SKK)

The direct, confidential
style of the author fairly
matches the bold spirit of
Fran and lends added interest to her shrewd divinations of human nature.
PlulaJelphia North American.

from
krgfmning to end with a
The story

read--

directness which is
I
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5111,000
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October 14, 1912. $104,333.18
1, 1912, $135,351.07

'

November

December 2.

1912,

$170,218.27

January 2, 1913. 158.390.76
1, 1913, S212t0&1.08

February

March

April

1,

1913,

1,

1915,

it

charming.
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PRESS

JAPANESE

$251,870.45

S276f06S.!S
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CRYSTAL BUTTER.

INCITES PEOPLE

"

AGAINST U. S.
(Continued from Page One)

I

tion leader and
with Senator Birdsall of the revised land bill.
The message, whien was addressed
to Lieutenant Governor Wallace, was
as follows:
"Methodist missionaries urge defeat
of
legislation. Situation
serious.
"(Signed)" S. HARRIS."
Senator Thompson moved that the
message be printed In the journal.
Senator Sanford protested.
"I move that the senate send a
message to Mr. Harris telling him to
attend to his own business. "California can attend to hers without advice
from Japan or elsewhere." he said.
Senator Thompson replied:
"There )s but one man on this floor
who would demean tdmself by making
such a motion," he. cried.
Sanford then explained that he was
"tired
of such messages," adding
that if this was to be printed in the
journal, he had 400 or 500 letters and
telegrams taking the opposite view
of the situation that he wanted printed also. He withdrew his motion and
the Harris message was ordered
printed.
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an Offer

We Want

On a two story stone house 6 rooms and bath in good
2 lots, good location, close in.

ALSO
On two frame houses on two lots on good residence
close in.
Set your own value and we will consider your offer;

street t!
V

The Investment & Agency Corporation
Main 40

Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.

G & A L-

AH D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLES A L E AND RETAIL

MAGAZINES

Says Tennis Is a Harder Game Than
Football.
In the May Woman's Home Companion a contributor writing on "Getting Ready for Tennis" says in part:
"There was once a United States
tennis champion named Robert D.
Wrrenn. Wrenn was also at one time
a famous football player, in the days
when there were '25 minute halves
to that game. And in speaking of
the two, Mr. W'arren once said:
" 'There is no comparison in the
strain the two games put upon the
body. It Is much easier to go through
two 35 minute halves of football than
to play a five-se- t
championship match
of tennis.'
"To be sure, the game can be played in a lazyr, lackadaisical manner.
But it isn't really tennis.
"Many young players begin too
strenuously. The first spring day on
the courts calls invitingly for 'a good
long afternoon's sport' Result getting overtired.
"Now the overtired boy goes right
at the game the second day. He won't
rest He won't give his
tissues a chance. Result, a poor game
of tennis, not only then, but for weeks
afterward!
"The right way to piny tennis is to
start in easily. Don't play more than
two sets of singles and one of doubles
the first day out. Don't play those if
you feel tired after the first or second set It is not an indication of
weakness but of strength to stop before you have had enough. Should you
United
see McLoughltn,
present
States singles tennis champion, come
out to play for the first time this
spring, yon would probably be amazed
at his tactics. Should you watch Lar-nethe wonder of the tennis world,
at his first practice, you would be bitterly disappointed. Both of these
men will pay no attention to the small
matter of beia? beaten. They will
juiit jog about the court, bit the balls
aHy, f'ATfi not a whit If some ilab'
wS'l
plays ihf m off ibS rourt. Tt-jufct 'r-- i

IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CHEAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Cn
ZZJ

'

torn-dow-

1

Club

it

cific railroad under foreclosure proceedings took place here today. It
is expected that the Denver and Salt
Lake railway, the succeeding corporation, will assume control of the
property about the first of next
month. Newman Erb, formerly president of the Wisconsin Central, Is slat,
ed for the presidency of the new company and W. E. Morse, formerly assistant general manager of the Chicago and Northwestern, is to be vice
president and general manager.

BASEBALL.

-3,

1

SALE OF RAILROAD.
Denver, Colo., April 18. The sale
of the Denver, Northwestern and Pa-

National League.
At Pittsburg: Pittsburg, 3; Cincin.
nati, 2.
At Boston: New York, 3; Boston, 2.
At St. Louis: Chicago, f; St. Louis,

eggs, beaten light; 1 cup flour, less
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
level tablcKpoonfuls;S level tcaspoonfuls
K C Baking Im-der- ;
J cup milk; grattd
National League.
rind of I orange.
Club'
Won Lost
Pet
Sift flour and baking powder together
2
1
.6C7
Brooklyn
three times; cream butter nd sugar, beat
;
.600
yolks of esrs, add these to creamed mixture, Pittsburg
and lastly add the moisture and flour alter3
2"' .600
Chicago
nately, beating batter until smooth. Gold
.600
2
Chicago
Cake can only be made successfully by beat2
.500
2
ing yoltis of eggs, verv, very creamv and St'Lduis
1
500
.
Boston
lipit1 lemon colored, using a rotary beater.
I.iit rotary beater is the only
'.500
Philadelphi
beater that will do justice to
1
New York
3
.250
the yolks of eggs; J he beat-

J.,
ti--

C: Gold Cake

By Mrs. Janet McKenxie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
cvp butter; J cup sugar: yolks of

JI.

l

-'

An Everyday Cake
cake that
and
Here

William Harper for the past

few days. Miss Snyder is on the way
home from California.

pro-pres-

Doubtless the numerous friends of
A. R. Marwick, who was secretary of
the local Y. M. C. A. from September, J911 to September, 1912, will be
pleased to know that he is making a
big success of his work at Winfleld,
Kansas. Mr. Marwick Increased the
membership of the Y. M. C. A. at that
place from. 72 members to 367, and
has put the institution on a most satisfactory basis.
d
When Mr. Marwick entered the
Y. M- - C. A. as general secretary the conditions prevailing there,
according to the Win field Courier, were
j at a low ebb, the total membershp
in good standing being 72 and the aver
age daily attendance but 15. The latest report submitted to the board of
directors by Mr. Marwick shows the
following membership:
Seniors, 318; Juniors, 49; total, 367.
Attendance at rooms (estimated)
12,633, average 68 daily.
Gymnasium attendance, 2,844; average 23 daily.
Baths, 4,210; average 27 daily.
Bible classes, 32 sessions. 352, average 11.
Public religious meetings 8,920, average 115.
Socials 17, 534, average 32.
Election returns 250.
This shows that Mr. Marwick has
increased all departments of the asso
ciation and what is better yet, he is
making good. Mr. Marwick has also
induced two of the W'infield
young
men to prepare to enter the YM. C.
A. work and they will attend the Chicago training school for complete Instruction.
I

Miss Bertha Snyder of Strong City,
Kan., left this afternoon for her home
after having been the guest of Mr.

and
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you want to sell la WORTH MOST wo someose
ia this newspaper and would never hear at

your property unleas
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Market Finders

PLATE

Cant-

"

Zieg-le-r

SILVER
tw!i!.y-on-

20c per 100
25e per 1SS
30c p'r 100
40c per 100
50c per let

ANT Ads
Are Best

LOST Small purse containing key
and some coin. Phone or leave at
Optic.

tlkll.f
"

S.

and Glating.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
.
. Old Tows
est Side Plata

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Lost

Is

"

J.

AND SIGN PAINTING

HOUSE

lard wood Finishing, Paper Haaglni

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aaa
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

Co., Chicago.

i

PETER P. MACKEL

AGUA PURA COMPANY

"TRAGIC Story of America's Greatest Disaster," flood, wind and fire,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $13.00 daily if you start
now. Large $1.00 book, 100 illus-

"For

429 GRAND AVE.

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 ba. Each Delivery
200 Iba to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO Iba to
200 Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba Fach Delivery

ftlisccllancoua

Outfit free.

HER. MAN

N. O.

2,000 lbs.
1,000 Iba

FOR SALE Remington typewriter
for sale at a bargain, either casii
or on time payments. Owner leaving town. Address p. O. Box 533.

ELA'JTIFL'L

SIGN PAINTING

RETAIL PRICES

furniture.

FOR SALE Our store in town. Stop
in and see about this if you afe interested. Perry Onion.

trations.

AMD

P. O.

ELKS Meets second and
Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. Glv. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

fourth

SALK Household
631 Railroad ave.

t,

"

B.

furniture.

St

I R

V

UW.VA

aSt

SALE Household

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

1, Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Ing brethren cordially invited to attend. F. D. Fries,
N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgeock, cemetery trustee.

FOR SALE Five room frame hause
modern, on the hill. Bargain if
sold at once. Also six room brick
Herbert W. Gehhouse, modern.
ring, Real Estate.

BefferEMFRESS
FLOUR realhf is.
Mace by GER-IIAN PROCESS

s
Tir- -

FOR

1004 Fourth

EMPRESS

V,

Co.

0.

100 BUFF ROCK chickens, $12; cash
with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Humboldt, Kan.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

H

For Sato

FOR SALE High grade Schubert piano with orchestra attachment A
bargain for quick sale. Call Plaza
hotel.

1

tICES

COLUMN

j

For YOU!
D

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

physicians, a8 the damage they will
do Is tea fold to the good yoa can
possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, a. F. a EL
NO. 9.
LODGE
DORADO
Cheney and Co, Toledo, O., contains
A. M. Regular oom- p-no mercury, and Is taken internally,
KNIGHTS OF
munlcation first and
.V
acting directly opon the blood and
Meets evmucous surfaces of the system. In
third Thursday
in
ery Monday evenbuying Haffs Catarrh Cure be sure
each month. Visiting
you get the genuine. It la taken
ing in Cartle Hall.
brothers cordially
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by
Knights
Visiting
Wm. P. Mills.
P. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials
are cordially invitRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
W. if H. 8 .Van Fatten, Secretary.
free.
ed. Chas. Jjebach-aer- .
Tate Hall's Family Pills for const!
Chancellor
bottle.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Sold by Dmuglsts. Price 73c per Five cents
Commander.
Harry
per line Men Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
pation.
Ettlmata six ordinary words to Una.
f)i ular conclave sec. d Tues- - Seal.
No ad to occupy leas
spies than two
WIDELY USED
day in each month at Maadvertls mntt chargad
Chamberlain's Cou?h Remedy
ia tinea. Ail
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE MeetB second aal
Temple
one of the most widely osed medi- will be booked at space actually aat,
Kl&keL E. C; Chas. Tamme,
fourth
cines in the market. It Is as popular without
Thursday evening
eaaj
of
words.
regsrd to number
in Canada. Australia and South Afrimonth at W. O. W. Hall Vlsitli
In
Cash
advance
preferred.
ca as at home. This is because it
brothers cordially Invited.
Dr.
"makes good." You can always deW. Houf. Dictator:
I
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
Thombh
pend upon it when you have a cough
or cold. For sale by all dealers.
Secretary.
AL ARCH MASONS Regi Jar con
vocation first Monday In
There is no case on record of a
each month, at Mason lo
LOCAL TIME CAHU
cough, cold or la grippe developlne
Temple at 7:80 p. m. H.
into bronchitis, pnenmonla or con
R Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
EAST BOUND
Compound has been taken. The gen
Blood. Secretary.
Arrive
Depart
nine is in a yellow package. Refuse
No. 2... . 9:10 p. m.. . 9:15 p. r
substitutes. O. G- - Schaefer and Red
PAN8FORD CHAPTER! NO. 2, O. E. No.
Cross Dru? Co.
4... .11:05 p. m.. .11:05 p. i
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
S. Meets first and third
Fridays No. 8... . 2:05 a. m.. . 2:10 a. i
So matter how long you suffered,
at 7:S0 p. m. Id Masonic Temple, No. 10... 1:45
2:10 b.
p. m
or what other remedies have failed to
Mrs. J. O. Rutledxe, Worthy Macure, Foley Kidney Pills will surely
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
WEST BOUND
help you. They are genuinely tonic,
Telephone Mala 329.
strengthening and ccrative, build up WANTED A cook. Mrs. W. P. Mills,
No. 1
1:20 p. m....: 1:45 p.
the kidneys and restore their regular
3
Boulevard.
293.
No.
Main
Phone
6:10
a. m..... 6:15 a.
action.
John Velliert, Foster, Calif.,
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
4:20 p. m
4:30 p.
7....
mt?: -- i sneered reany years with
102 Meee every
Home for native boy is
dney trouble and could never get re WANTED
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m
Monday night at No. 9
lief until I tried Foley Kidney Pills
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at
Phone
old, for services.
years
j which effected a complete cure." O. G.
8 o'clock.
Main 4S4.
Visiting m tubers are
ATTORNEYS
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
cordially welcoma J. C. Welti,
president; J. T. Buhter secretary;
HUNKER A HUNKER
C. H. Grant. ?20 Waverly SU Peoria
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
nis.. says: "Backache and congested
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunts
kidneys made me suffer Intense pains.
Attorneys-at-LaWas always tired and floating specks FOR RENT Three rooms for
New Mexlet
light MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA Las Vegas.
Tock Foley Kidney
bothered me.
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
El Do
housekeeping; downtown.
Pills and saw big improvement after
rado Hotel
love at Woodmen of the World hall
third day. I fcept on until entirely
DEJiTISTS
freed of all trouble and suffering
on the second and fourth Fridays
That's why I recommend Foley Kidney FOR, RENT
Two
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
housekeeping
Pills. They cured ce." O. G. SchaeCrockett Building.
rooms.
414
Seventh
street
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
fer and Red Cross Drus Co.
Mala lit
are especially Office Telephone
Visiting member
Main If
House
Heed the Cough that Hangs On
welcome
room
Telephone
on
and
two
i six
bouse
cordially invited.
The seeds of consumption may be
Twelfth street, $12; eight room
the cause, and a cough that hangs
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
modern house, 1108 Douglas avenue, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
on weakens the system. Foley's HoMt
Dentist
$20.
W.
Herbert
and
Tar Compound checks the
Gehring.
ney
I. O. of
B. Meet
every first
Denial work of any description
cough, heala the Inflamed membranes
Tuesday cf the month in the vestry
and strengthens the lungs. E. D. FOR RENT At reasonable
terms, 3
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
Ronntree, Stillmore, Ga, says:
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 1'
furnished
rooms
for
house
light
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
left me a deep seated, hacking,
East Las Vesas, N, M.
keeping, bath included. 502 Main,
painful cough which Foley's Honey
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
snd Tar completely cured." O. G.
corner Fifth street.
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
A CARD
retary.
to
that all druggists
This
is
certify
FOR
RENT Two-roofurnished
are authorized to refund your money
house, 921 Lincoln.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN- if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
fails to cure your cough or cold. John
NO. 804. Meet
CIL
second
and
FOR RENT Furnished room -- ith Bernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
bath and electric lights. 621 RailPioneer building.
Visiting mem- five years, and It always gives the
road avenue.
bers are cordially invited. Richard best of satisfaction and always cures
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
Devlne, G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drue
w
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BOSTON MARATHON TO
BE A CLASSIC EVENT
Time
2:55:10
2:42:00
2:54:38
2:39:44

Year
898
1S99

3

j 900
1901
1 902
1903

.....

J. J. McDermott
Ii. J. McDonald
L. J. Brignoli
.Jr J. Caffrey....,,,
J. J. Caffrey

New York
Cambridge,
Cambridge,

t

Samuel A. Mellor..
L C. Lordea
Michael Spring
1904
1905.., ...Fred Loia

.

Timothy Ford
Tom Loogtioat
Thomas P. Morrissey
Henri Renaud
Fred L. Cameron
Clarence te Mar

1509..
1910
1911

Mass...
Mass.

Hamilton, Ont
Hamilton, Ont

.

1906
1907
1908

.

.

.

....

,...,.2:29:23
2:43:00

Yonkers, N. Y
Cambridge, Mass.
New York
Yonkers, N. Y

Hampshire,
Toronto
Yonkers,
Nashua,

X.

.,

......2:41:29
2:38:04
2:38:25
2:15:45
2:.'4:24

A. A
Y

--

2:21:39
2:21:1S

York

Xew

43

..2.28:52

Amherst,
Dorchester, Mass

1312....'. .M. Ryan

:2i

2:53:3C

N. H
X. S

a Xew Yorker,
Tomorrow the to J. J.
seventeenth annual American Mara-- j Of late the race has attracted
course jners from many sections of the coun-frorace, over the
Ashland to Boston, will be run try. In 1900 the event attracted the
c
under the auspdces of the Boston Ath- - attention of Canadians and every
has
association. The race will be,cessive year since then there
over 'the same course as in previous been an increased number of entries
years, and one of the largest fields from across the border. J. J. Caffry,
that ever participated in a distance of Hamilton, Ont., was the winner in
1900.
He turned the tr'ck again the
run Is expected to start.
Ever since the first of the B. A. A. next year and is the only runner who
repealed liis victory in the clas
Marathons the event has grown steadi-leve- r
reis
sic
event.
Tom Longboat, wearing
now
it
until
ly in importance
of
of
its
the
contest
the West Knd Y. M. C.
colors
the
as
premier
cognized
kind in America. When the Olympic A of Toronto, was1 the winner in 1907.
team representing the United States Three years later Canada scored anwent over to Athens in 1896, Amen-can- s other victory, when Fred L. Cameron
knew little or nothing concern- of Amherst, X. S., was the first to
distance
running and were heat-e- crossi the tape. The fastest time ever
ing
The Boston Athletic made in the raci was last year, when
decisively.
association noticed that there was a Mike Ryan, the famous
A. C. of
running runner of the
chance to have Marathon
evin 2
covered
Xew
the
first
distance
and
York,
its
come into prominence,
seconds.
ent came April 19, 1897, which went hours 21 minutes and 18
Boston, April

18.

run-tho- n

auc-leti-

j

'

n

long-distanc- e

n

5

WORTH WHILE

LOVER

Said to Lose

of Africa

Mines

Winners of Boston Marathon
1897
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Lass Derelict and the
Precious Treasure Left in

$5,000,000 Yearly.

Lovely

the Ship's Cabin.

Detectives Sent to London for Purpose
of Running Down Heads of
Which Has Been
Operating for Years.
Syn-dica- te

SEVEN

His litmate of a hotel at Valparaiso.
tle store of money was all but exhausted when he had chartered a
small yacht From close investigation Melvin had decided that the Lovely Lass, if afloat, was grounded, in
some of the numerous inlets of the
Djalmi Islands.
The day before the yacht sailed, a
brisk, business appearing young man
sought out Melvin.
"I learn you are going on a cruise
to the Djalmi islands," he observed.
"I will pay you $500 to take me there
and return."
Of course Melvin accepted the offer. He found his passenger, who
called himself Hudson, decidedly reserved as to the motive of his strange
voyage, however. He constantly carried a small satchel, and Melvin often
wondered what it might contain.
When the yacht reached the Djalmi
islands, Melvin ordered that it land
him on the barren eastern coast of
the largest of the group. This was
done to evade the natives, who lived
at the more fertile southern end. The
Lovely Lass had been sighted about
the center of the group of islands, to
the west. To his surprise, when he
left the yacht, Hudson accompanied
him.
Neither disclosed his purpose in the
curious jaunt. That day shortly after
noon, while lining an impasBable
ravine, they came to a rude bamboo
bridge. They had just traversed it,
when a shower of darts rained about
them, and half a hundred savages appeared in the distance.
"We are safe, so long as they can
not cross," observed Hudson. "I'll fix

LILLIAN HENDERSON.
Melvin Warrington was a lover
worth while. Strange things happen
in this world at times that recall the
Romance is not
age of chivalry.
entirely dead, and amid a quiet, everyday existence this superior young man
suddenly found himself enmeshed in
a labyrinth of daring and adventure
well worthy of the knights of old.
It all came about in the most natural fashion. He loved Myra Evans
So did
he, poor and ambitious.
Rolfe Daniels rich, selfish and an
idler. Her father had borrowed all
the money he could to fit out an expedition to Australia to import a new
breed of sheep. The Lovely Lass was
purchased, sailed away with her
young brother in charge, was wrecked in a terrrlble storm at sea, and
Lisle Evans came home crippled, a
pauper and hlB health broken.
The worst of it was that when all
hands were forced to abandon the
Lovely Lass 350 miles west of the
South American coast, in the rush and
peril of the occasion Lisle had left in
a certain box in a certain part of its
cabin over $20,000 in money to buy the that"
ship with, and papers representing as
He opened the satchel he carried so
much more. An abandoned derelict,
selected an oblong packconstantly,
the captain and crew gave her up for age, opened one end ,and gave it a
lost. The blow crushed the proud
In an instant the bridge was
fling.
spirit of old Colonel Evans. He had shattered to atoms.
mortgaged his home to fit out the
"Dynamite," explained Hudson, and
venture. In some way Rolfe Daniels Melvin marveled
more than ever at
had secured the notes. He pressed the eccentric comrade who went about
famEvans
stared
the
payment. Ruin
loaded with the deadly explosive.
ily in the face. It was then that DanThey camped that night near the
iels proposed to cancel the obligawest shore. At daybreak Melvin was
tion if Myra would become his wife. on the move.
He went along the
A despairing father, a helpless brothcame to an inlet, and there, disshore,
moment
er, poverty ahead, not for a
mantled and lying on her beam ends,
did the poor girl forget her lover, Mel- was the Lovely Lass.
vin Warrington, but drooping daily,
How his heart beat as he swam to
for the take of her father she con- the wreck and descended a water-loggeShe
sacrifice.
sented to make a great
cabin, to find the hiding place, and
farewell to within it the
spoke a last heart-brokeprecious tin box!
Melvin. She was to marry the man of
Melmin came back to the deck with
money iu six months.
a cheer, the box thrust in his bosom.
One day Lisle Evans called upon He chanced to glance ashore. There
Melvin. There were tears in his eyes stood Hudson.
He had just fired at
as he spoke of Myra. He deprecated the wreck one of his sticks of dynathe selfishness of his father. He mite.
sought some way out of the sacrifice
in time Melvin dove. A frightthat was destined to bring gloom and fulJust
crash sounded out. Even in the waBy FLORENCE

London. It is known that several
members of the Transvaal secret service have just arrived in London for the
purpose of running down the heads of
a supposed syndicate which for years
has been robbing the Rand mines of
gold to the tune of $5,000,000 annually. Worst of all, there has not been a
single conviction for theft in all the
time.

There are various forms of gold
"transit," but the latest and the most
successful 1b that of converting the
smuggled metal into process blocks
and dispatching them frankly from
Johannesburg to England to certain
prearranged addresses. A gold process
block looks very much like a heavy
"electro," and the open manner in
which the thieves went to work assisted in throwing the police off their
guard.
It seems that of tie principals engaged in this precious system in Johannesburg was a woman, who received the unwrought metal from mine
employes, appraised it, and paid for it.
So far she has eluded the vigilant
"secret service" specialists and is living in luxury on her "business."
"Ever since the opening of the gold
mining industry on the Rand," Baid a
detective connected with the case, "it
was found necessary, so soon as things
had been made more or less shipshape, to get the government to pass
a special law to deal with gold stealing.
In spite of this, the percentage of loss
by theft grew greater. The abstraction of gold became a fine art. It was
not stolen by the professional thief,
but, more often than not, by trusted
employes in the mines.
"Most of the gold was, and is, stolen
in the form of amalgam, 'plated' in a
highly scientific manner either by
scraping the metal from the battery
plates with a small knife, or 'fishing'
for it with a thin copper wire."
Douglas Blackburn, in his book on
"Secret Service in South Africa," describes many ways and methods of
stealing and smuggling gold but the
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he could feel the concussion. Coming up, he dove again, for the air was
filled with hurtling splinters.
He
came ashore finally, to confront the
astonished Hudson.
Then there were mutual explanations. Hudson was a special representative of the Lloyds of London,
commissioned at any cost to destroy
the dprelict.
"One minute more insid,e that ship,"
ehuddered Melvin, "and she would
never have known my fate!"
"She," questioned Hudson, with
his usual quaint, challenging smile.
"Yes, the sweetest, dearest, loveliest
woman in the world!" replied Melvin,
with fervor.
He knew that she was all his own
three months later, when he handed to
Colonel Evans the little tin box rescued from the Lovely Lass derelict
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Johannesburg.

(Copyright,

system is quite new to
him. The copper wire idea was detected by a sudden desire of mine Kaffirs for co; per wire. They would give
as much as three pence an Inch for
it, and the game had been going on
for a year before it was detected by
a sheer accident.
When a new law was made to deal
with receivers a special detective
force was told off to look alter the new
department, and the early experiences
of the hunters of the illicit gold buyers
fsve cause for much laughter at their
expense, for the chief detective and
Rome of his subordinates were among
the easiest dupes of a gang of clever
Americans, who introduced a version
of tiie American "geld brick" swindle
vith "uproarious success."
From this it was no more than a
idea, the instep to the process-blocventor of which almost deserves the
fortune he has made, because of the
simplicity of his scheme and its unblushing effrontery.
The difficulty of a capture in cases
of sterling and smuggling gold is
tremendous. Mr. Blackburn declares
that "it is probably unique in the. history of crime detection that no conviction
has so far been obtained
against any person for actually stealing gold or amalgam from any Rand
'line. . . . One suggestion has
bt'en that the offenders were too highly placed to warrant action."

by W. Q. Chapncan.)

1913,

process-bloc-

"

yo ung

girl arrives at
night at the home of
the man who is really her
father, but who had not known
of her existence. By the strength
of her secret she forces him to
take her into his household because
she "wants to belong to somebody."
Once established, she undertakes
to set right a 'situation intense in its
possibilities. This girl, Fran, is the
charm of an extraordinary story we

have secured as our next serial;
a girl whimsical, quaint, and shrewd,
with a wonderful smile, the highest
courage, and a great longing for
home and love. You can't really
describe Fran any more than you can
your best friend. She comes so close,is
so human, that analysis is impossible.
GET THE ISSUE
WITH THE FIRST INSTALLMENT
BE SURE

TO
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Workmen Erasing Scars
Old South Meeting
In Boston.

Boston. To restore the famous Old
"outii meeting house to its appearance.
.!i colonial- - time"
are
worliiiignien
vrubliing its outside surface with
j .iiut removm- unci soup, cleaning It of
thf) aeouimilittiojm of a century mid a
luilf. The tower and the v,all of the
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Answer.
Sailed Away.

,

despair Into his life and that of poor,
loyal Myra.
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Friday afternoon was "debate day"
in a Virginia rural school. On that
afternoon classes after two o'clock
were let go, and the assembled school
listened to shyly spoken pieces of poetry and addresses to gladiators. Then
came the climax, the debate when
world issues were settled for once and
all. The speeches were after the pattern of this one, which one teacher
recalls:
"Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: I rise to defend the affirmative
of the question whether it is better
to have wealth or education. Mr.
Chairman, If you was to get a kiss-lettfrom a lady and couldn't read
it, wouldn't you just feel like going
away and dying? I close now to give
place to an abler speaker."

bully good fun."
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Curtail a slight depression and leave
a lair.
Curtail a pair and leave a bever
-
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Large Ornamental Combs
Accompany Modern Coiffure
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Curtail a conflagration and leave &
tree.
and leav
Curtail a trade-marhusks.
animal and
Curtail a
leave a serpent.
Curtail one vehicle and leave an
other.
Curtail an organization of men and
leave a limb.
Curtail an orchestra and leave a
prohibition.
An April Party.
Curtail a building and leave an ob
My name is April; and I
struction.
Often laugh, as often cry;
Curtail a fissure and leave part of
And I cannot tell what makes me; one's face.
Only as the fit o'ertakes me!
Curtail a vegetable and leave an la-I must dimple, smile and frown,
sect
Curtail a thick shrub and leave a
Laughing though the tears roll down.
But 'tis nature, sir, not art;
public vehicle.
And I'm happy at my heart.
Curtail a system and leave a nsh.
We are all happy "at our hearts"
Curtail a garment and Jeave a bead-these days, and none more so than covering.
the little mother who planned this
Curtail a ringing sound and leave a
party for the children of the neigh- tribe.
borhood, her own boy and girl being
Curtail a circular vessel and leavei
the host and hostess. The usual in- part of a ship.
vitations were sent out, save that in
Curtail a sound and leave a weight.
one corner were the words
Curtail a breeze and leave victory.
Curtail an organ of the body anot
Party." The decorations were umbrellas suspended from the celling. leave to listen.
Under each was a small table holding
Curtail to color and leave a bodily
two pipes ornamented with bows of suffering.
rainbow colors, a bowl and a bottle
Curtail a camp and leave a num
water. This ber.
containing
mixture was soapsuds with the addiCurtail a club and leave a bever
tion of a tablespoon of glycerin In age.
Curtailments: Dame, dam; dent,
every pint of water, which gives luster
and stability to the fairy bubbles. den; team, tea; fire, fir; brand, bran;
Prizes were offered for the largest boar, boa; cart, car; army, arm;.
bubble, for the one remaining longest band, ban; barn, bar; chink, chin;.-beetIn the air, for the one with the most
bee; bush, bus; code, cod; cape
vivid coloring and for the one soaring cap; clang, clan; bowl, bow; tone,
the highest.
ton; wind, win; heart, hear; paint
A pretty game was arranged by pain; tent, ten; team, tea,
stretching a board ribbon across the
room like a tennis net, providing fans
A Five and Ten Cent Shower.
to blow the bubbles. The contest was
This
jolly affair was given for a girl
to see which side could blow the greatest number of bubbles and get them who gratefully and firmly declined all
over the ribbon. Two persons played parties known as "showers," as ehej
said she considered them too great el
at a time, or four, as in tennis.
friends. Iai
The table was gay with a circle of tax upon
one of the girls who 'waaj
view
of
this,
candles in the seven prismatic colors
cake. a leader In the crowd 'phoned about
around a large crescent-shapeThe flowers were hyacinths in delicate thirty of the "crowd," both boys andj
and told them her scheme ofl
pink, lavender, white, yellow and pur girls,
the gifts to the "Five andj
limiting
ne stalk in a tiny pot at the
ple,
Ten," and all were instructed to send)
plates made a beautiful table.
their offerings to her (the hostess"
house) on the day before the party.
Two April Showers.
Then on the day set for the event, afDid you ever hear of a "Trouble ter all had
arrived, the parcels, each,
on
one
Shower?" Well, if not, try
were brought in
securely
wrapped,
bride-elect
the next
you wish to honor, two great clothes baskets. Then all
On the invitation notes pin down one were seated in a
circle, a step ladder
corner with a needle and the other op- and table brought in, and the ravafollow
a
the
posite with pin, lettering
ges were auctioned off to the h;;:i: st
ing nursery rhyme prohecy across the bidder by the funny man in the buuih.
top:
When all the articles were bid in th. r
"Needles and pins! When a maid were bestowed upon the briut ;,.d
her
trouble
marries
begins!"
bridegroom-elec- t
and the rest of ni
The idea to be carried out is this
evening was spent in watchinj tiiin.
The hostess provides a dainty work; open their "goods."
basket or bag, as she may prefer,
MADAME MEF5.-- I.
and the guests supply the contents to
fit it out completely. If the favorite
Novelty Spoon.
color of the bride is known it is
Convenient for the femitjne
a pretty compliment to carry out that
who uses only a special br:r:u of
color scheme throughout. The shower
I heard about had all in yellow. The tea is a spoon with a cover th; : is
basket was a gilded one, lined with perforated similarly to a tea bn 11. 7 Ms
works on the principle of a ,; ir
yellow satin, and the needlebook of spoon
of scissors, being governed by a
of
case
the
scissor
pig
yellow satin,
,
skin. There was a tape measure, spring near the root of the hsn-'owhich
the
contrivsends
of
base
the
thimble, emery, ribbon threaders, pin
ance in one direction and the lid in.
cushion, spools of thread and silk, buttons, safety pins, common pins and the other. By soaking this spoon of
cases of needles. To make more fun, solid or plated silver in the cupful of;
these articles were done up separately hot water which railway porters arei
in white paper tied with yellow ribbon always able to provide, the traveler
and hidden all over the big living who is a bit "fussy" about the quality-othe cheering beverage may hava
room.
The little bride-to-b- e
had a time it precisely to her liking.
gathering all her possessions Into her
Quilted Silk Mufflers.
basket The hostess knew just how
A pretty notion for feminine wear ia
many parcels there were and they all
had to be found before "eats" could a quilted silk muffler cut somewhat on
(
be served.
the lines of the man muffler. Thesa
are made of pink or pale blue, brocade lined with quilted white silk, or
Curtailments.
Many of the young readers of our they may be ordered to match tha
department love puzzles and contests opera cloak. They are perfectly flatj
of all kinds. I wonder how they and are bordered their entire length
would like to wrack their brains over with marabou matching the brocade;
the following which I am assured "is Ready made they cost $2.50 each.

Clothes Without Seams-BernarShapiro, a ladies tailor by
trade, at Orange, N. J., claims that he
has solved the problem of making a
coat for women
seamless
without cutting the cloth into pieces
The
and sewing them up again.
amazing thing about Shapiro's invention is that it came to him in a dream.
For fourteen years he had puzzled
over the problem, how to cut a ladies'
coat without seams. One night, as he
was asleep, he saw himself making
the coat, and when he awoke he was
overjoyed to find that he remembered
the secret.
vin.
Shapiro also dreamed that his inlast
her
until
"Not a word regarding
vention
brought him riches. To give
400
month, wheu Blie was bighted
this latter part of his dream chance
miles west of the Bolivian coast near
to come true, he has applied for a
the Djalmi inlands, at which no ships
of
the
unfriendliness
account
stop on
of Its savage population."
Why She Was Silent.
For two days Melvin Warrington
i
when h
Jitsslo Did you
over tM interview. li stud-ii-imii!i, lie toiiult''d oh tsailuru, trii tl to kins you?
i'- dtvoti
Ji
No; there la a poor P)"n
tl.i-In iiiiiii "1' 1i!b
th's Ktrtsit who Ik dreadfully
.:(,tilifi?
lull h
Id'"" i Hnli U""1
.
i'l (juvt-- f l
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ifJlli S Of ha- iil'ia
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Speaker Made Point Which Most Men
Will Feel Qualified to

"Listen, Melvin," he said, "this marriage must never take place. I can
do nothing in my condition, but you
if I show you a possible chance to
save Myra, what would you say?"
"You know without asking," responded Melvin, with deep emotion.
"I would give my life for her, for any
member of her family.
"Then listen, my friend. I am satisfied that the Lovely Lass is still
"I feel cerafloat," declared Lisle.
tain that somewhere on the bosom of
the broad Pacific she is knocking
that treasure, which means
about,
the salvation of our family, aboard.
Lloyd's Register has printed her
'foundered,' but this marine oblit was
later changed to 'Abandoned at Sea.'
January 12 a tramp schooner sighted
her 600 miles west of Chill, and attempted to take her in tow. During
February she was passed by six different ships. In March the French
liner, Dubois, nearly ran into her
She has beduring a night storm.
come such a menace , to navigation
the American Lloyds have postpunanu that
ed notices for her destruction wherever found, else some fine night some
of Time From big liner will smash into her, carHouse
rying down every soul on board."
"And since March?" inquired Mel-
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Go to work on It
now.
The word "dame" answers the firet.
Curtail a woman and leavo a bar
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A Shipment, Direct from the
pany, of the

Maple Com-

automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Light

REPiltSENTATIVE

Screen Doors
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HAVE JUST RECEIVED
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at 7:20
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TLACHES DEMOCRATIC LcGISLA-TORS ALL ABOUT THE IN- COME. TAX

j
i

H

Washington, April IS. With demo-- i
Tourists should not fail to inquire
cratic members of the house in the
1
role of students today, Rejresentative
regarding El ProTenir Ranch Resort
FIRST RUN R1APLE SAP
i PHONE MAIN 379
Phone Olive 5174.
Hull of Tennessee converted the tar-- J
iff caucus into a class in income tax.-- :
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
tion after the caucus had disposed of
In the wood. Direct from the distilamendments to a few items on the
Win.
free
list passed over from yesterday,
lery to you. At the ixtby, of course.
Ludwig
Adr.
Several members sought to have a
Goods Sent on Approval
small duty levied on raw rubber, raw
C. E.
T.
J.
Buhler
has
silk
and tungsten ore.
purchased
v
GALLON CANS
IT IS IN
Nagel's interest in the Original SaniRepresentative Hull wrote the income tax section of the democratic
tary Barber shop and will continue to
R1XEY HAS RETURNED. run the place.
Philadelphia April 18. Eppa Kix-- bill in which widespread interest had
ey, the left handed pitcher of the been aroused, members of congress
The Royal Neighbors will hold Philadelphia National league basUal particularly evincing a desire for intheir regular meeting tonight in the club, today signed nia 1313 contract formation as to the effect of the proW. O. W. hall. All members are re- and left with, the team for Brooklyn. posed tax before trying to criticize its
quested to be present
Eixey's failure to sign sooner, it is provisions. The Tennessee member,
said, was due to his desire to con who has made a study of the income
The Eagle lodge held a meeting tinue his studies at the University of tax problem for many years, elucidatlast night at the W. O. V. hall in Virginia until June.
ed his plan in a lengthy address to
the form of a banquet for Dr. H. W.
now
is
"itike" Donlin
the only his colleagues.
The first vote of the day in the
Houfh, who is to leave soon for Tex- Philadelphia
player who has not
democratic
as. A large number of the members
caucus before the income
signed a contract for this year.
tax was taken up was on a motion of
attended and the banquet was a suc
cess.
Representative Phelan of MassachuHE IS AN IMPOSTOR
fi
setts to take boots and shoes from
Los
Angeles, Calif., April IS. Pub
i H
mi
Yesterday morning at &:30 o'clock lication of the fact that a wadrant the free list and make them dutiable
Favian Gallegos, an old resident of had been issued for the arrest of "Pas-cu- at 10 per cent ad valorem. This deLas Vegas, died at the age of faa
Orozco III for passing a worth feated, he offered an amendment for
years, air. Gallegos nad been ill tor less check for $10 on a railroad com 5 per cent which also was lost by an
the past few months, tut not serious pany," caused Mexican residents of overwhelming vote.
The caucus rejected an amendment
ly so until yesterday morning. He is this city to make inquiry regarding
is
in
by representative Hardwick
be
of
in
milk
the
proposed
of
the
the
but
May
survived, besides his wife, by two the young man who came here two
proof
eating it,
to take crude rubber off
of
Georgia
one
son.
and
The
funeral
was
he
daughters
announced
weeks
that
ago, and
the inspection of the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
list
and to tax it at 10 per
free
the
war; held this afternoon from the Gal- a close relative of the Mexican rebel
Borland of Miscent
possible germs destroyed. Milk is chiefly! used unRepresentative
on
residence
side.
the
West
legos
commander. So far as they could
cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANIlearn there is no Pascual Orozco HI. souri followed with an unsuccessful
The young Mexican bo far has evaded attempt to put manufactured rubber
TARY DAIRY prevents the entrance of possible disease
on the free list
THE PEONS WON.
arrest
for family use.
germs into the milk and makes't-saf- e
Republicans Plan Program.
Last night at the Elks' club the
While
the democratis were in sesPeons again put one over the Money
o-- o-J
, The Corbett Sanitary Dairy . solicits your personal insion the house republicans went int'j
Handlers in a bowling contest They
I
caucus to settle whether they should
spection at any time, but believe you would get a better
led by 297 pins. This makes tha $$
LABOR WORtD NOTES.
a tariff program of their ov.n or
offer
teams
have'
I
the
come
for
tied
as
of
if
idea
what we are doing
during
again,
they each
you, you
the plan of Representatives
follow
two games to their credit The next
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
Moore
and
Fordney to merely "point
game probably will Lf plHyed next
More than 50,0w women in Chicago out the peril in the deraccratic bill."
and last about two hours. During these periods our coolweek. "Doc" Losey for the Peous
S5 a week or less.
Republican members of the ways and
made th best Rpnra nf thA v.ninf. ' .:ti
ing and bottling machinery are in operation.
The
average weekly wage of women means committee had voted four to
and knocked down 511 pins. The best
In Philadelphia is $6.71.
two to direct the republican caucus
Bottle washing and sterilizing operations commence
score made by the Bankers was cred
textile mills em- to prepare amer:'ments to the demoBritain's
Great
ited to McWenie, who toppled 439
about 10 A. M. and 6 P, M.
more than one million persons. cratic hill.
The games were fast and the ploy
pinB.
8.000,000 men are employed
About
Our dairy and residence are at the Forsythe place, West
spirit was lively throughout the enin regular occupations in Great BriMillers Oppose Tariff Bill.
tire contest The scores were as folSide, about two blocks south of the Plaza at junction of
tain. Grand Forks, X. D., April 19. Oplows: Peons Conway,
494; Martin,
The Wireless Operators' union of position to the democratic tariff bill,
Gonzales and South Pacific Streets.
480; Ament, 422; Losey, 511; Henri-queSan Francisco, Calif., was recently or- as it effects wheat and its products,
44S; total,
Bankers
2,345.
was voiced today by millers of westTrumbull, 424; Hoke, 39S; Strass, ganized.
to entertain the ern Minnesota and Xorth Dakota at
desires
Calgary
to3C2; Duncan 425; McWenie, 439;
convention of the International Typo- the annual meeting here of the Spring
tal, 2,018.
Wheat league. The millers ask for
graphical union in 1914.
An exhibition of "sweated indus- a 10 per cent duty on wheat and a
tries" is to be held in Glasgow, Scot- 10 per cent advalorem duty on wheat
land, in the early spring.
products. The league will make its
SMILED AT ANOTHER;
The annual convention of the fight through Minnesota and North
Switchmen's Union of Xorth Ameri- Dakota representatives In congress.
THEN HE PAID FINE ca will be held in Houston. Tex., next
CANAL IS SLIDING
month.
Waist makers in France work ten
Panama, April IS. A fresh slide
NICOLAS JIMENEZ IS BROUGHT
hours a day and the average pay occurred yesterday on the east bank
At The Home of the Best of Everything
INTO COURT AT COMPLAINT
earned by them never exceeds 48 of the canal at Culebra, heaving up
OF HIS WIFE.
cents.
the bottom of the cut just as on preFour construction
South African railways are experi- vious occasions.
Complaining that Justa Varela had menting with mechanical stokers to tracks were destroyed, leaving only
been trying to alienate the affections be used on their locomotives.
one in commission.
ot her husband, Mrs. Cornelia Baca
The break was a repetition of the
The police department of London,
uu Jimenez yesterday filed charges
England, employs 10,000 persons and original movement on February 5,
against that woman. Judge D. R. Mur covers an area of about 692 square which action, it is said, probably will
Head Lettuce, Leaf Lettuce, Green Onions, Raray placed the accused woman under miles.
be repeated seveial times before the
bond of $100, which was giv
a
peace
or the bank and the volume of
the
who
James
Brennock,
Bunches,
organized
height
Cauliflower,
Turnips.
Soup
dishes,
en this morninlg.
first union of carpenters, at Albany, material are finally reduced.
Nicolas Jimenez attended a dance N. Y., in 1$".8, died recently at ChiBeets, Carrots, Parsley, Spinach, Cabbage
this week and during the evening, it cago, aged 82.
is said, became intoxicated and was
Thirteen states and the District of
having a hilarious time when the Va- Columbia have established by laws
t
rela woman approached him and the an eight hour day for all children unwalked out of the dance hall. der the age of 16.
couple
Such as Apples, Oranges, Bananas and Grape
Jimenez's wife, seeing the proceedThe ,Steamfitters' union of Worces
ing, followed the pair and evidently ter. Mass., lias recently joined me
not approving of the actions of the United Association of Plumbers, Gas- two determined to settle the case in fitters, Steanifitters and Steamfitters
court
helpers.
Jimenez was arrested by Officer
R. G. Stewart, editor and publisher
on the charge of of the Cedar
HAYWARO CO. STORE
THE GRAAF
Terry McGovern
Rapids, la., Tribune, has
drunkenness ana the Varela woman been elected secretary-treasure- r
of
on another charge.
the Iowa Labor Press association.
Jimenez paid his fine this morning
James A. Short president of the
and was released. The Varela woman building trades department of the
the convention idea are taking steps was released also when her bond was
American Federation of Labor, hai
TO CHANGE RULES OF to bring 4put Uie national gathering. settled.
The finest product of pure
gone to
AnfTPles, Calif., to organThe party leaders think that the
Onother case that was brought be- ize the
fruit and sugar put up under
building trades workers- - in that
REPUBLICAN PASTY basis of southern representation In fore Judge D. R. Murray yesterday city.
the most sanitary conditions
national conventions must be changed was that of Manuel Martinez, who
Because the Oklahoma legislature
and guaranteed free fcom any
and tha provision must be made bo was arrested upon complaint of his
repealed the "mine run law" the headSEVERAL LEADERS ARE TRYING that state primary laws shall control wife. The latter accused him of beat
preservative.
quarters of District Xo. 21, United
TO HAVE CONVENTION CALLjjthe election of national convention ing her and dragging her about by ner Mine Workers of
America, composed
The brand that stands in a
ED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
delegates.
hair. Martinez agreed to all this and of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kanclass by itself.
after some argument with his wife, sas and Missouri, will be removed to
AMERICANS IN DANGER
the couple decided to make up again Port Worth, Tex.
Washington, April 18. Formal
ou the officers ot the republiMartinez wag
18, Pewous and forget the past.
NoKaltB Ariz.,' April
Tie fnipioymei.t bureau of Kalamacan t,utional committee to take action
1
here today from Canauea re- - then placed under a ptace bond of zoo, Mich., in connection with the
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Meld t

ONE
Limited Amount

Model

j

ANY SIZE

It Is Extra Fancy

For Spring 1913

i

Window Screens

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Redal Shoes

j

No other shoe concern in tne

1

n
il

j

"World"

has the opportunity that the Regal Shoe
Company has to learn exactly what the public
want in Footwear, this is brought about by
the existence of its own stores in hundreds
of cities putting .them
constantly in close
touch with the itctual requirements of the
great army of shoe wearers.

Only

Let Us Have Your Order

Our complete line of Regal
Shoes and Oxfords in Tans
and Blacks in all the New
Models is now on display. . .

Stearns Store

We Invite Your Inspection

I

The Proof of the Pudding

al

oo

o o o

GRE EN BERQER
THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN BEAT OUR R0G8

is thai used in cleansing them cannot beafin elegance
of pattern, skillfulness of weave,
genuineness of fabric or
reasonableness of price. Look over this list and see if it
isn't a fair statement.

J

9x12 Ingrain Rug's.

$3.50 to SlO.Orj

9x12 Brussels Rugs

$12.00 to $33.00

9x12 Axminster Rug's

$18.00 to $30.00

J. C. JOHNSEN

(&

z,

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

SON

Las Veas, New Mexico

Jefierson Raynolds, President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President

Eatile

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

FILUITS

i

4.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

Sdrplcs, and Undivided Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking".

FERNDELL

Fruit

$100,000

M

interest Paid on

Time Deposits

PURE FOOD

Preserves and

h

Jams

THERE IS KO LIE ON THE LABEL
:

-

THERE

IS KO LYE IN THE CAN

Is

lb. and 2 lb.
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1

Glass Jars

Jw-a-

't

'HITS

QUALITY

'THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In Quality
Insist on "Hunts"

FRUITS''
LYE-PE-

E

LED"

Delicious In Flavour

you want the highest
in
quality canned fruits
If
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